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Mahalo Nui Loa
“Great thanks, Everlasting”
To The People We Call “Farmily”
First and foremost, thank you to Dr. James Rakocy, for his seminal work at the University of the Virgin Islands, and for
hosting the 2007 Short Course that started us on this path. Along the way have been many excellent students who asked
a critical question at just the right moment. Others have become friends, and some have added important pieces of information in their observation of their aquaponics systems. In this last category, I’d like to especially thank Clint Johnson,
Paradise Aquaponics, Keaau, HI. Clint played with small systems from the very beginning, when he took a September,
2008 Farm Tour, and then participated in our March, 2009 training. Many of the photographs in this book are from him,
along with some of the best innovations. Thanks to our partners, friends, and students who have recreated us fully: Zac
Hosler, Randy and Katie Campbell, and Ben and Alysha Godfrey, and many more. Jesse Hull, of Imagine Aquaponics, LLC., Milwaukee, WI, helped with the lighting chapter in multiple email exchanges, where he corrected outright
mistakes, and refined what needed to be said until it was as close to perfect as we can imagine. We are in awe of his
vast body of knowledge in the realm of plant/lighting relationships. Thanks to every person who has ever come on one
of our Farm Tours, especially the young people. A special thanks to everyone who came to intern with us; we are better
people for having known you. Thanks to the many wonderful people who have learned something from us, and then sent
us photos, or who have invited us to come see - and photograph - what they have built, and the food they are growing.
From Susanne: Thanks to my children, Victor, Jack, Lucky, and Rose Friend, for being my patient and willing photographic models, and for being interested and involved in what I do for a living. It’s an honor. Thanks to my Mom, Isabelle
Friend, for always being there, and for being one of the oldest people around doing aquaponics, and showing how EASY
it is for seniors to do Aquaponics. Thanks most of all to my amazing, innovative husband and partner, Tim, who has made
all this possible - his excellent mind and ability to apply technology appropriately - “the right tool to make the job easy”
makes me believe that he can do anything. And so far, he’s proven me right. Thank you, to everyone who has sent an
email, telling us that we’ve touched their lives in some way, in helping to make aquaponics EASY for them to understand.
To all of you who have sent photos of what you’ve built, I would like to quote Albert Schweitzer, who said, “Sometimes
our light goes out but is blown again into flame by an encounter with another human being. Each of us owes the deepest
thanks to those who have rekindled this inner light.” Thank you for keeping our inner lights burning brightly.
From Tim: Thanks to my wife Susanne for sticking with me through it all; I finally found and married my Redhead!
Thanks to Victor, Jack, Lucky, and Rose for being my treasure. Thanks to Jim Brown, noted multihull designer; I was
able to successfully build a 25-foot sailboat of Jim’s design when I was only 16 because of how well-written and easily understood his accompanying boatbuilding manual was. If I’ve accomplished anything worthwhile in this book or our other
technical manuals, it’s because I’m emulating Jim’s writing and storytelling style as closely as I’m able to. Thanks Jim!
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A mix of mildly flavored brassicas (mizuna, cabbage, kale, kohlrabi), planted in one
net pot. This method of planting dramatically increases the amount of food
you can eat out of even a tiny system. We’ll show you how!

Introduction
The Wonderful World of Aquaponics
Why You’re Here, And Why We’re Here
Aloha! E komo mai! (“Welcome!” in Hawaiian)
It’s an honor to share with you what we’ve learned in our first six years of being involved as full time farmers, authors,
and educators in the rapidly-growing field of aquaponics. From the very beginning, we’ve been amazed with the elegance
and simplicity of this synergistic system that combines aquaculture (raising fish in tanks) and hydroponics (raising
plants without soil, with their roots in liquid). We’re here to share with you what we’ve learned about this wonderful food
production system on our USDA certified organic commercial farm, on the north coast of the beautiful Island of Hawaii.
While most times, assumptions are not entirely safe to make, we’re going to go ahead and make a few guesses about you,
given you care enough to be reading these words now. We’re betting that at least a few of the things below describe you:
• You care about eating the freshest, organic food available, and you’re interested in learning to do it the EASY Way.
• Instead of purchasing an over-priced kit system, you are interested in saving money by learning how to “do it yourself.”
• You are open-minded, and are willing to learn something new.
• You are willing (and maybe even excited!) to cook - or at least chop - food you’ve raised with your own hands.
• You are interested in sustainable, local food production.
• You’re willing to have some fun with aquaponics.
We’re here to help you accomplish all this in the most direct, cost-effective, productive, and FUN way possible. It’s simple,
and you can do it - easily! We believe that it’s one of the smartest and most important things you can do for your health
and well-being. If you’re ready to jump right in to the how to’s, go straight to Chapter One to get started. For those of
you who would like a little more background about why building this tiny food-production machine is so important, please
read on. We’ll consider what this modern life of convenience is costing us; why not just keep buying our food from the
grocery store? After all, it’s easy, and cheap, and everyone does it. But perhaps the cost is higher than we’ve thought, and
growing even a small amount of your food is actually quite important, in ways you can not even begin to imagine - yet!

Separation From Nature In Our Modern World
For very nearly the whole of human history, we as individuals
have been directly involved with plants on a daily basis, as they
provided us with both medicine and food. We all understood
that plants supported our health at the most basic level. We
depended upon plants for everything we needed for both our
sustenance and our healing, because there were no grocery
stores, and no “modern medicine” or drug stores.
Modern Medicine
With the rise of what is now referred to as modern medicine
that began shortly before World War I, using food and herbs
for health began to be regarded as old fashioned, and people
began to think of using them in this manner first as “folk
medicine”, and more recently “alternative medicine”. Rather
than looking to nature as the source of healing, as had been
done for our entire species’ history, we began to look on
drugs and other “modern” healing methods as superior. For
many things, modern medicine does provide what seem
to be almost magical cures, and there are certainly some
“alternative” cures that don’t work. But perhaps there’s a
balance there, that we’ve lost.
Most modern medications are synthetic molecules based on
compounds in plants. We can’t replicate the whole plant in
a laboratory, so we’re satisfied to just synthesize the “active
ingredient”. But these synthetic medications often end up
with compounds that your body doesn’t recognize and
doesn’t know how to handle - they’re called “side effects”.
A plant is a synergistic mix of thousands of different
molecules, many of which balance each other, so if there’s
one effective compound that would have a toxic effect, it
usually contains a counter-balancing compound to neutralize
any toxicity. It’s this complex relationship that makes the
plant’s chemistry so effective.
Modern Food Production
After World War II, our food supply began to be
industrialized, with modern solutions that were entirely
dependent upon the availability of inexpensive fossil fuels

(fertilizers, tractors, harvesters, refrigerated transport
and storage, etc.). The idea of the grocery store as the
only place to get food began to take hold. In fact, this idea
has become so entrenched that Americans now purchase
virtually 100% of what they eat at a grocery store,
buying food that has been shipped thousands of miles.
When you go to a grocery store to buy your food, you’re
not even distantly connected the natural process used to
grow that food. Instead, you have become part of a forprofit food chain, and as the “end user”, your food dollars
make the entire chain possible. Because the corporations
who provide this food do so only for their own profit, their
constant intention is to increase their profit margin, all
along the way, so what used to be the “natural process”
of growing food has been transformed into an industrial
process that is at the heart of mass food production.
While there is absolutely nothing wrong with making a
profit, the end result of this hundred-year experiment
has placed our entire food supply almost completely
dependent upon only three species: corn, soy, and
wheat. Almost 70% of the American diet is now composed
entirely from ingredients from these three species!
According to well-known nutrition author Michael Pollan,
in his excellent book called In Defense of Food, humans
have historically consumed ~80,000 different species
of edible plants, animals, and fungi, about 3,000 of
which have been widespread staples of the human diet.
Even if your belief system doesn’t include the concept of
evolution, or that our present existence developed over
vast stretches of time; consider that these three foods
are also used as sources for industrial adhesives, cleaning
products, resins, plastics, insulation, drywall, pesticides,
paint, and varnish. Maybe a diet composed of a full two
thirds of corn, soy, and wheat might not be totally healthy.
Make no mistake, corn, soy, and wheat can be wholesome
and delicious. They’re some of most versatile and popular
staples in the world; they’re rich in vitamins, minerals,
and dietary fiber - when eaten whole and unprocessed.
The problem is, to use corn as an example, less than one

percent of the corn that is grown in the US is the kind we
eat on the cob (“sweet corn”). The rest is corn that is grown
specifically for animal feed, ethanol, and “fractionated”, or
broken up into its chemical components, called “derivatives”,
which are then used as ingredients in processed foods.
Derivatives of corn, soy, and wheat food additives include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

High fructose corn syrup
Corn oil
Soybean oil (hydrogenated or plain refined)
Soy protein
Refined wheat flour
Hundreds of other food additives such as: 		
maltodextrin, monoglycerides, diglycerides,		
corn starch, soy lecithin, monosodium glutamate, etc.

Omega-3 fatty acids: A type of fat essential for
our bodies to function, found in fish oils, especially
from salmon and other cold-water fish. It acts to lower
the levels of cholesterol and LDL (low-density lipoproteins) in
the blood. (LDL cholesterol is the “bad” cholesterol.)
Omega-6 fatty acids are also essential for our bodies. We
usually get plenty of this type of fat in our diets – in fact, most
of us get too much of this kind as opposed to the omega-3
fats. This tends to increase inflammation in the body, which
contributes to chronic diseases like heart disease and arthritis.
Humans are thought to have evolved with a diet of a 1-to-1

These ingredients are hidden in almost everything you eat,
ratio of omega-6 to omega-3. A healthy ratio is no higher
if it’s processed in any way: sodas and other sweetened
than 2:1 - 4:1, omega-6 to omega-3. However, it is even
drinks, chips, crackers, breads, cereals, pastas, candies,
better if there is more omega−3 than omega−6 in your diet.
cakes, muffins, salad dressings, tomato sauces, cheeses,
and ketchup. Anything that’s breaded and deep fried has
been fried in soybean or corn oil.
Modern Factory Farming In Concentrated Animal Feed
Operations (CAFOs)
These extremely high levels of corn, soy, and wheat in our
modern human diet are a new phenomenon that originated In factory feedlot farms, cows are fed mostly corn, even
from the economics of the multi-billion dollar corn, soy, and though their digestive systems are only adapted to eat
wheat industries. These are mono-crops that can be grown grass and other forage. This makes the cows ill, so into their
on a huge scale, resulting in greater profits due to economy food goes a mixture of antibiotics and other medicines. This
of scale.
diet of corn alters the omega-6 to omega-3 ratio of the
fats in the meat we eat to very unhealthy levels, and also
To further increase profits, these three crops are genetically diminishes the healthy fats that occur naturally in grass-fed
engineered to better survive cold, heat, and drought, meat. All of these problems go away if our cows are fed
produce their own internal insecticides, grow bigger and what their digestive systems are meant for: – grass!
faster, and produce larger yields. Whatever your views on
GMO (Genetically Modified Organism) foods, please know Chickens are also fed a diet of mostly corn and soy and kept
that this practice has not been tested to see what the effects almost unbelievably crowded, in very tight pens, with each
are on humans – we are in the middle of another long-term, hen having less than the size of this page to live out her
real time experiment, with you and I, and our children as entire life. Chickens are meant to roam around the outdoors
the test subjects. All this is in the name of convenience eating a mixture of greens, insects, worms, and seeds.
for us, and interest of profit for the corporations. We’re When chickens are kept in tiny cages and fed only grains,
willing to pay for our food being fast and convenient. Your it leads to an unhealthy meat for you to eat, and far less
AquaponiGarden is a step away from this, back to a more healthy eggs, compared to free-roaming chickens allowed
natural diet.
to eat a wide variety of food in the great outdoors.

We’re even feeding our farmed salmon and other fish corn
and soy, again because of the economics involved. These
are fish that in their natural environment eat a diverse diet
of smaller fish, worms, insects, aquatic plants, and algae.
This makes farm-raised fish far less healthy in terms of
nutrition compared to the wild counterparts. (This is the
reason that we think it’s very important to begin working
on formulating our own fish food as the commercial fish
food we currently feed our tilapia is full of GMO corn and
soy - it’s our next major research project on our farm).
So even when you’re eating CAFO-raised chicken and beef,
and farmed fish, you’re indirectly putting even MORE corn
and soy into your body…considering that the cows, chickens, and farmed fish ate mostly soy and corn. That 67% is
just the amount we eat directly – it does NOT count all the
ways we ingest corn, soy, and wheat indirectly!
We’ve heard it said that if Americans knew the way our
meat was raised, we would not eat it. The current thinking in our modern age seems to be that all food calories
are the same, and as long as there are enough calories,
it does not matter at all where they come from, let alone
how animals are treated who provide us with meat, dairy,
and eggs. However, we believe that nutritional content
does matter - healthy food is more than just a collection
of chemicals. Laboratory-derived foods simply do not even
come close to pure, natural, whole foods. The whole is
greater than the sum of the parts, in the case of true nutrition. “Food-like substances” do not equal real food.

Chickens in a modern, CAFO-style chicken farm.

Long Term Effects of Our Modern Diet
• Decades of clinical studies and extensive gluten-free diet
research have shown that wheat can cause a broad spectrum of health problems including cancer, diabetes, heart
issues, dementia, digestive complications, acne, and even
wrinkles. A diet high in wheat increases problems with
gluten intolerance and celiac disease.
• A diet high in corn, soy, and wheat increases problems with
weight gain, mood and blood-sugar swings, and reduced
insulin sensitivity, which increases incidence of diabetes.
• A diet high in corn, soy, and wheat provides food products that are made from the most genetically modified
crops, which have been genetically altered to allow more
pesticides and herbicides to be used on them. This in turn
leaves residues in the food products, which have been
shown to contain xenoestrogens and phytoestrogens,
which have been shown in studies to increase weight gain
in mice, especially abdominal and thoracic fat (read “belly
fat”, and “man boobs”).
• Feeding corn and soy to animals in CAFOs reduces the
health and nutritional benefits of the products we eat from
these animals (chicken, eggs, farmed fish, feed lot beef).
So, how in the world do you avoid this overwhelming
amount of corn, soy, and wheat that’s present in our
food supply, in almost every single thing you find in a
grocery store (and this includes health food stores)?
• Avoid food that has been processed in any way, whenever
possible. Eat food that looks like it did when it came
off the plant, or very close to it. This is the absolute
Golden rule for eating the best food possible.
• Grow as much food as you can in your AquaponiGarden,
and eat it fresh and raw, or barely cooked.
• Cook at home. Prepare your own meal, as opposed to
eating a premade meal, one made with processed ingredients, or eating in a restaurant. Understand the corporations and restaurants DO NOT prepare food in the same
way you at home. They use far more fat and sugar, and in
addition, processed food contains preservatives to make
it last a long time. Cook with someone you love, or for
someone you love. Share a home-cooked meal!

• Avoid corn oil or canola oil. Use olive oil for low heat,
and coconut oil for high heat, organic if possible.
• When you shop, make it your goal to purchase most of
your foods from the produce section, and buy organic
produce, whenever you can.
• Read labels. If you can’t pronounce it, it’s probably not
good for you. Know what each ingredient is.
• Look for (and avoid!) High Fructose Corn Syrup on labels!
• Shop with discipline, and don’t purchase processed
foods! It starts with what you put into your grocery cart.
Choose only one-ingredient foods (fruits, vegetables,
beans, eggs (free range, if possible), nuts, seeds, and
meats from grass-fed or free roaming animals. Allow yourself junk foods or processed foods one day each week on
a “cheat day” but ONLY when dining out. If you don’t take
a big package home from the store, you can’t eat it!
• Make it important to get the majority of your carbohydrates from fruits and vegetables instead of grains. Reduce your intake of cereals, breads, and pastas by having
these processed foods only as a special treat.
• Honor your body as your temple - don’t treat it like a tent!
If you don’t take care of your body, where are you
going to live?

Scientific Evidence: Gardening’s Benefits
There’s a deep connection with plants that many people
feel when they walk into their garden. There have been
many scientific studies on the benefits of gardening, in
an attempt to better understand this near-universal
phenomenon. Of course, all of these studies have been
done on “dirt gardens”, but much of what these studies
have shown is directly applicable to working with your
AquaponiGarden. A few of the findings of published studies
are below. As far as we know, no one has done a study on
the benefits of gardening aquaponically - yet!
Gardens all around the world have been found to give
a wide variety of benefits for their human participants,
with most important and widely credited benefits being
increased individual health and overall general well-being.
Gardens require physical work, and are associated with
stress relief as well as an increase in creativity, participation
with nature and a sense of caretaking the land.
Individuals gain direct health benefits from the physical
activity involved in gardening as well as having access
to fresh, affordable produce on a daily basis. Studies
have shown that even something as health-critical as
heart disease is significantly and positively impacted
with sustained light physical exercise, such as leisurely
walking, cycling, or gardening.
A community garden project in Denver reported health
improvements for more than 25,000 inner-city residents
who participated over a period of several years, who
said they felt deeper neighborhood ties and a greater
overall well-being. By providing access to fresh organic
produce, increased physical activity, contact with nature,
and meeting places, these gardens promoted physical and
mental health for ethnically diverse communities. This has
been shown to be even more important in low-income
housing developments.

A simple salad for one: everything can come from your AquaponiGarden!

In economically disadvantaged neighborhoods, a plentiful
harvest of inexpensive fresh vegetables meant greater
economic independence for poor residents who were able
to provide for their own needs and those of others in a

New York garden. In inner city public housing “projects”, So, to recap, your well-tended AquaponiGarden can give
shared community gardens have been proven to engender a you the following benefits:
sense of ownership and connection to what would otherwise
be untended public space.
• Stress relief
• More creativity
Gardens are widely recognized and valued for their • Better mental health
therapeutic and restorative qualities. Patients in health care • Increased vegetable consumption
facilities benefit from participating in gardening activities, • Sense of satisfaction and accomplishment
even with relatively little physical exertion. There is even • More joy
research that has shown there are physical benefits that • Increased sense of connection with nature
hospital patients receive from just being able to look at a • Relationship building
garden! These benefits show up in reduced blood pressure, • Greater sense of community belonging
diminished need for pain relief, fewer complaints to nursing • Increased economic independence
staff and faster recuperation time. These benefits are all • Greater feeling of ownership
especially important for the elderly and many people with • Better physical health: lower blood pressure,
lowered need for pain relief, shorter healing time
physical handicaps, who might be completely unable to work
in a dirt garden, but who could certainly manage many of • Greater opportunity of involvement for the elderly
and people with physical limitations.
the tasks required in an AquaponiGarden.
Susanne’s mom, Isabelle, tending her
AquaponiGarden. Isabelle is 88, and loves her tiny
indoor garden! What I love, as the caretaker of
an elderly parent, is two things: she eats far more
healthy, fresh food; and second, the benefits of
mental stimulation and increased concentration.
She stays active and engaged, which is excellent.

Isabelle currently has an incredible array
of vegetables growing in a 3.5. See the
full list, along with a close up photo
on the last page of this chapter. In the
foreground she has plants growing in
soil mix, watered with aquaponics water.
In back, getting full morning sun and
with some supplemental lighting, is her
AquaponiGarden.

Learning is defined is the ability to acquire
new knowledge or skills through instruction
or experience. Memory is the process by which
that knowledge is retained over time. The capacity
of the brain to change with learning is plasticity. Your
AquaponiGarden supplies ample opportunity for you
to learn new things, remember them, and apply what
you’ve learned in new situations. All of this increases
your brain’s plasticity, and contributes to your overall
mental health, and helps your brain stay young!

An aquaponics system of any size, with good sunshine,
hard work, and intelligent management, will produce from
1 to 3 pounds of vegetables per week for every ten square
feet of grow bed area. This means that the 12 sq. ft. AquaponiGarden can produce between 1.2-3.6 pounds per week,
if well tended, the 18 will grow between 1.8-5.0 pounds
per week. That may not sound like too much (and if you
need more, we can show you how to grow a lot more), but
if organic vegetables average $4.00/pound in your area, in
the space of one year, this is the range of about how much
you can expect from each of the small systems in this book:
The 3.5 will grow between $73-$218 worth of vegetables.
The 12 will grow between $249 - $749 worth of vegetables.
The 18 will grow between $374 - $1,123 worth of vegetables.

Wow! Those are numbers that might lead to you wonder
why you didn’t start this a long time ago! There is a wonderful Mark Twain quote that we remind ourselves of in moIt was once believed that as we aged, our brain’s networks ments when we feel like kicking ourselves for not doing
became fixed. In the past two decades, however, an enor- something sooner mous amount of research has revealed that our brains never
stop changing and adjusting.
“The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago.

Increased Skill Sets Build Confidence

The theory of neuroplasticity says that every time you learn
a new skill, your brain actually changes structurally in ways
that make it easier to learn the next new skill, and it helps
keep your brain from getting old. What a wonderful benefit!

The second best time is today.”

Growing Your Own Food Saves Money
Just how much money can you save with your AquaponiGarden? We wish that was a simple question to answer.
This question better asked is “How much food will come
from my AquaponiGarden?” The answer depends on you how hard you work, how much time and attention you pay
to your AquaponiGarden, the quality of the seeds and fish
food, how much sun you get, what kind of vegetables you
plant, and so on. There’s quite a large range involved in answering this question, because there are so many variables.
However, we’ll make what’s called a Wild Guess, based upon
our experience both indoors and out, in systems both large
and small.

A vibrant AquaponiGarden in a driveway, full of organic vegetables.

Stop Competing,
Start Sharing

Golden Chard.

We consider ourselves
perpetual students, and
we’ve been studying
very hard since we
began, to understand
these systems more
fully. We’ve spent years
distilling this aquaponics
knowledge to make
it simpler, easier to
understand, and less
expensive to build and
operate. We are truly
honored that you have
chosen us to be your
fellow students in this
exciting path. We do
not consider ourselves
experts, though a lot of
other people do - which
is also a great honor.

We’re always looking for ways to make AquaponiGardens
and aquaponics as a whole more efficient, and we welcome
any new discoveries, and new information. Please send
along any breakthroughs you make that you’d like to share
to contact@friendlyaquaponics.com. We’re committed to
getting this best information possible into the hands of the
people who need it most. Please help us spread the word.
If you send photos of what you build, we’d be honored
to feature you in our twice-weekly Newsletter!
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Next, an idea of what one of these tiny systems can grow,
when well-tended and well-loved.

What You Can Grow
To the left is a close up of Isabelle’s AquaponiGarden,
taken looking down on it. In this photo, front left, clockwise
around the edges, from the bottom center of the photo:
Dill; parsley; cilantro; a baby stir fry mix of red and green
mizuna, red and green bok choy, kale, broccoli, cabbage,
tatsoi, red and green mustard; a marigold plant (top
left); basil, golden kale (top right), a turmeric plant, and
a turnip. In the middle are three different kinds of lettuce
(red summer crisp, red oakleaf, and green oakleaf). At
the very bottom, under the white hose that brings water
back to the fish tank is a loofah sponge and more of the
baby stir fry pots. Along the back, facing the window, and
falling down behind the bookcase is mint, watercress, and
Vietnamese water spinach (ong choy). Below is a photo
taken at a lower angle, looking at what’s on the left side.

Now, let’s jump into “how to” build your
AquaponiGarden,
the EASY WAY!

Chapter

ONE

AquaponiGardening Basics
In This Chapter
•
•
•
•
•

An AquaponiGarden is a Complete Ecosystem
What the Fish Contribute
What the Plants Contribute
What is the Most Important Organism in Your AquaponiGarden?
Guaranteed Organic!

The Simple Science Behind Aquaponics
Properly operated, an AquaponiGarden is a complete, balanced, and dynamic ecosystem in man-made containers.
Aquaponics is similar to aquaculture and hydroponics, but at the same time is entirely different from either. A Ferrari is
similar to a Ford or a Volkswagen, but is definitely not the same. Aquaponics is as elegant as a Ferrari, yet as simple and
economical to operate as a Ford or Volkswagen.
To continue our “car” analogy a bit further; you don’t need to know how to rebuild a carburetor just to drive your car
to the store. Similarly, you don’t need to know the science behind aquaponics at the biochemical and molecular level to
successfully get a lot of food out of your AquaponiGarden. For those who are interested in learning about the science
behind aquaponics, we do include information on this, but it’s not absolutely necessary to be successful growing fish and
vegetables. If you follow the simple directions in this book, you will find that aquaponics is EASY.
We live by one simple rule in all our aquaponics endeavors, and that’s grow as much food as possible, in the most costeffective manner, and with the least amount of human labor. And that’s what we’ll share with you, in this book.

Aquaculture is raising fish in water contained in man-made containers, including tanks, ponds, net holding
pens, and raceways. No plants are involved, but huge amounts of water are often used, then dumped back
into rivers or lakes. Hydroponics is raising plants using soil-less methods, often with circulating water with chemical
fertilizer added for the plant’s growth. No fish are involved, but toxic chemicals such as pesticides often are. Aquaponics
is raising both fish and plants in water in a soil-less, closed recirculating system with nothing toxic ever involved.
Parts That Make Up Your AquaponiGarden
We explain how all the individual parts, or “players” (because some are active, living beings) that make up your
AquaponicGarden work together. Because they are all located in the same small area, they all affect each other. Understanding
what they do, and how they interrelate and react will give you a clear picture of how your aquaponics garden works. You
will find that each individual part that makes up your garden is simple; and that when they are all assembled and working
together that it’s easy to understand what’s going on.
The Containers
Your AquaponiGarden, being a water
garden, needs appropriate containers
to hold the water. People have tried
operating different kinds of aquaponics
gardens using only a single container
for both the fish and the plants, but
the problem is usually that the fish
eat all the roots off the plants. This is
solved by using separate containers for
the fish and plants, with a water pump
circulating the water from one container
then back to the other. Also, you can
operate a very large plant container
from a relatively small fish container, so
using only a single container extremely
limits the amount of plants you can
grow (even if you do figure out how to
keep the fish from eating the roots of
your plants).

Our first container is the fish tank.
It must be reasonably sturdy to hold
the weight of the water, and must
be made of a food-grade material,
because the fish will breathe the water
that circulates through this tank, and
you will eat the vegetables that had
their roots in this same water. Safe
plastic containers are made from
LDPE (Low Density Polyethylene),
HDPE (High Density Polyethylene),
or PP (Polypropylene) for these are
the plastics from which refrigerator
containers, microwave dishes, and
water bottles are made.

A 5-gallon bucket and a 20-gallon garbage can,
both of which make great “fish tanks”.

A small fish tank we recommend is a new 5-gallon
bucket, which is always (to the best of our
knowledge) made from LDPE. Another tank we
recommend is a new plastic garbage can, but don’t
just buy one without inspecting the bottom first.
The bottom of food-grade garbage cans will contain
one or more of the words “LDPE” “PP”, “HDPE”,
or “NFS”, meaning that they are food-safe. If the
garbage can or container you’re thinking of using
has the wording “ABS”, “PVC”, “EPDM”, “Hypalon”,
or anything but the four listed above, do not use!

Any used plastic container can still contain some of what was
once previously held in it, even though the container is now empty and
dry. The reason for this is that plastic is actually porous, and absorbs some of
whatever is held in it. A plastic container once used to mix pesticides will have
pesticide residues in the plastic forever, which will bleed off into your garden’s
water and kill your fish. Be certain any used containers you plan to use in your
garden are truly uncontaminated!

Our second container is the plant trough. This one
is easy because almost every building supply store
in the country stocks what are called “mud tubs”.
These are sturdy black PolyPropylene plastic tubs
that are used in the building trades for mixing
mortar, concrete, and grout. They are food-grade, economical, and
durable. We’ve been using them in our small AquaponiGardens for
years. The one our Home Depot sells is a brand name called “PlasGad”.
Make certain to confirm that the mud tub you buy is made from a foodgrade plastic. You can also find food-grade containers for troughs at
hydroponics stores, but they’ll cost a lot more than the mud tubs.

How do you confirm that a plastic article is made from food grade
plastic? Well, in the United States, all plastic articles are required by
law to have a mark indicating their recycle number and the material
they’re made from. You will find this mark somewhere on the article, in
the shape of a triangle. Directly underneath the triangle it will say what
plastic the article is made from; LDPE for Low Density PolyEthylene,
HDPE for High Density PolyEthylene, and PP for PolyPropylene. These
are the food-grade plastics, as determined by the FDA.

The “Recycle Symbols” that are found
on the bottom of almost everything
that’s made of plastic. Look for 2, 4, or
5. If you’re not using a new bucket, be
certain that it was never used to store
anything toxic!

A 2-foot by 3-foot PlasGad mud tub, usually under $12. This
AquaponiGarden is ready to be filled.

However, not even a new plastic container labelled 2, 4,
or 5 is guaranteed to be food safe. If a container is not
clearly labeled as “food safe” or with the symbol “NSF”
(National Sanitary Foundation), then you should assume
that it is not food grade. Check for clues that the container
is food grade - has it been used to store food in the past?
Is it labeled as food grade? It’s possible that a bucket
could be made with food grade plastic but then colored
with toxic dyes. Call the manufacturer, just to make sure!

Fish
The best thing about your AquaponiGarden is that, once it’s
“started up” (explained in Chapter Twelve), it is incredibly
stable, balanced, and require a lot less work when compared
to a soil garden. Also, your AquaponiGarden is movable if
you need to move your place of residence (see Chapter
Two); try that with a soil garden! Think how difficult it might
be to get your landlord (or your spouse) to allow you to
We often forget to mention one of the main reasons we love dig up the backyard to plant a soil garden, but this is not a
our fish; they are a lot of fun. They eat out of our hands. problem with an AquaponiGarden, which disturbs nothing
They know the sound of our footsteps going by the tank, whatsoever in the ground. In this way, aquaponics allows
and kick up a ruckus on the surface. The little ones “surf” you to garden in a wider variety of situations and locations,
the bubbles from an airstone by swimming into the upwards with far less work.
flow of bubbly water, and it’s fun to watch. But beware of
naming your fish if you intend to eat them later; it’s very
difficult to eat anything when you’ve given it a name!
Aeration
Fish are a central player in an AquaponiGarden because they
are a stable, organic source of nutrients for the plants. Also,
in the larger gardens with sufficiently large fish tanks, you
can raise edible fish, which you can never do in a soil garden.
You feed the fish, then they contribute “fish fertilizer” to the
water which feeds the vegetables in your garden.

Plants

The fish in your AquaponiGarden need oxygen to survive.
Instead of getting their oxygen directly from the air, as we
do, fish obtain oxygen that has been dissolved in the water;
fish can’t just come to the surface of the water and breathe
air as we do when we go swimming. Fish will breathe all
the oxygen that is held in the water of the fish tank, and
then die, unless we supply additional oxygen to replace
what they use up. So we always aerate the fish tank in an
AquaponiGarden, by blowing bubbles into the water with air
that is pumped in with an air pump, through an airstone,
that diffuses the air to make tiny bubbles.

The plants are not only one of the main reasons you might
want an AquaponiGarden, they’re also absolutely necessary
to the proper functioning of the garden. The “fish fertilizer”,
unless taken out of the water by the vegetable’s roots, will
build up to the point that it is toxic to the fish. This is a
two-way street; the fish fertilize the vegetables, and the
vegetables clean the water for the fish. Planting vegetables
into the system, then harvesting them out, removes the
“fish fertilizer”. This fish fertilizer is the soluble nutrients for
the plants. Without the plants, this fertilizer would build up It may surprise you to know that plants also need air, or
until it became toxic to the fish.
more precisely, the oxygen that’s in the air. Many people
are aware of the fact that plants use carbon dioxide and
It’s probably not fair to ask you this question this early make oxygen. This is true of a plant’s leaves, but that same
in the book, but what do you think is the most important plant’s roots need oxygen for the plant to grow well. This is
organism in your AquaponiGarden? You are, of course! Your why plants in soil do best in well-aerated soil that has had
AquaponiGarden would not even exist without you reading organic material, sand, cinder, or similar items added to
this book, learning about aquaponics, applying what you’ve “fluff” the soil up and provide air passages so that surface
learned by putting an AquaponiGarden together, stocking air can reach the plant’s roots. Soil that is too compacted,
with fish, and planting the all the plants in it. Remember that or with too much clay is not soil that will grow plants very
your AquaponiGarden will only be as successful as the time well, because the plant’s roots just don’t get enough oxygen.
you spend with it. You are the most critical component, by Plants can go longer than fish can without adequate oxygen,
far, and the more time your shadow spends on your system, but it’s still very important to provide oxygen in the plant
the healthier it will be, and the more food you will eat!
troughs for good plant growth.

It’s very important to remember that
your fish cannot make their own oxygen in an
AquaponiGarden; they are totally dependent on you
to provide it for them. As a result, it’s critical to have a
backup air pump on hand in case your air pump quits,
for you won’t have time to go to the pet or aquarium
store to buy another. Your fish will all have died by
then, and you really do not want this to happen!
In the same way, plants growing in water grow best in
well-aerated water, which supplies oxygen to the roots
as well. So, we also need to supply aeration to the plant
troughs in an AquaponiGarden (that’s where the plant’s
roots are located, more on this soon) to give the plants
growing there the best possible conditions.
We supply this air, also known as aeration, with a small
electric air pump which pumps air into plastic tubing
called “airlines”, which have airstones attached to them
at the end. The airstones are put in the bottom of the
fish tank and the plant troughs break the airflow in the
tubing up into thousands of small bubbles. This puts the
most air possible into the water, while using the least
amount of electricity. As long as the air pump is running
and air is coming out of the airstones, your fish will be
breathing easily, and your plants will be growing happily.

Remember: In your AquaponiGarden,
oxygen is your friend!

Bubbles from an airstone in an AquaponiGarden’s plant trough.
Water Circulation
You already understand that we feed the fish, then they make
fertilizer for the plants, then the plants take the fertilizer out
of the water, cleaning the water for the fish. But what if the
water just stayed in the fish tank? How would the fertilizer
get to the plants, or the water get cleaned for the fish?
It’s obvious that we need some method to move water from
the fish tank to the plant troughs, then back to the fish
tank. How we solve this is quite simple; we have a small
submersible water pump in the vegetable trough that pumps
water from the trough up to the fish tank. The water level in
the fish tank is quite a bit higher than in the trough, so the
water arriving from the trough mixes with the water from
the fish tank, and the mixed water (with all the good fish
fertilizer in it) flows by gravity back down to the trough. This
water pump can be run all the time; we have some that have
been running continuously for several years now without a
singe hiccup.

We’ve found that there
is really no difference
at all in vegetable
growth, and no effect
on the fish either, if you
put the water pump on
a timer (covered in Chapter Eight) and only operate the
pump 12 hours a day, during daylight hours. This cuts
the electricity the water pump uses by 50 percent, saves
you money on electric bills, and is more sustainable and
ecologically responsible. Unfortunately, you can’t do
this with the air pump, as the fish need to breathe all
the time, not just during the day!

Organically Produced Food (Guaranteed!)
The best thing about aquaponics is that it produces food that is
absolutely guaranteed to be organic. You read earlier about
our farm being USDA certified organic, and it might seem
that would mean the food was guaranteed organic. We used
to believe that’s what it meant. How could any organically
certified food not be organic?
We operate a large, USDA Organically Certified commercial
aquaponics farm for a living, and a few years ago we had
some “WWOOFers” (from a worldwide volunteer organization
called “Worldwide Opportunties On Organic Farms”) come to
our farm and volunteer for a couple of weeks. The first question
they asked when we asked them to pull some weeds by hand
was “where is your poison closet?” Baffled by this question,
we asked what they meant. They said, “You know, where you
keep the Malathion and Roundup and stuff.”
We asked them to elaborate, and it turned out that almost
every “organic” farmer they had volunteered with had a poison
closet, with things hidden away in it that were forbidden to
use on an organically certified farm. You see, the organic
certification inspector only visits each farm once a year for
an hour or two, so there is no oversight the rest of the time.
So, what the farmer uses on their farm for fertilization, pest
and weed control depends entirely on the farmer’s honor and
honesty. There is no such “honesty” problem with aquaponics.
If we sprayed any of that stuff on our plants, it would get into
the water and kill all our fish. In fact, we can’t even use most
of the organically approved insect sprays, because many of
those would also kill our fish. It’s a no-brainer for us.
The good news here is that aquaponic plants are so vibrantly
healthy and robust that they generally have few problems
with disease or insect pests (covered in Chapter Nineteen).
The few treatments we do use are classified as “immediate
consumption” by the USDA, which means you can eat the stuff
without suffering any harm whatsoever. This also means that
aquaponic produce is guaranteed even cleaner and more pure
than organically produced food, because there’s no way you
can cheat and not kill your fish.

Bacteria are single-celled organisms lacking
chlorophyll (this means they are not plants), that are
everywhere around us. Almost all of them are completely
harmless, but some are not. And a very few of them are
quite dangerous to Human Beings. Fortunately, the bacteria
in your AquaponiGarden are completely harmless to people,
and with care, food out of your system will always be safe.
The Nitrifying Cycle
There are thousands of different types of bacteria that
live in soil; there are also thousands that live in water. The
bacteria that make it possible for an aquaponics garden to
grow plants in the water are the same bacteria that make
it possible for a regular garden to grow plants in the soil.
We’ll describe how this happens, with apologies in advance
to any biologists in the readership. The language we use is
meant to make this process understandable to all, not to be
scientifically rigorous.
You may be familiar with the way this process works in the
soil. For example, a leaf dies and falls off a tree onto the
forest floor. At first, the leaf doesn’t change much; this is
because the bacteria that will decompose the leaf are just
beginning to multiply because they’ve found a source of
sustenance. Although it’s not scientifically accurate to say
they “eat” the leaf, it’s effectively what happens.
The first bacteria to start work on the leaf eat the organic
material contained in the leaf and turn it into ammonia. We
all know what ammonia is if we’ve ever cleaned an oven or
a refrigerator; it burns your eyes and smells badly. There
is another bacteria that likes eating ammonia, so it is quite
happy anytime some ammonia comes along. This bacteria
eats the ammonia and turns it into something called nitrites.

We’ll wager you’ve already guessed: yes, there’s another
bacteria that just loves nitrites. It eats them and turns
them into something called nitrates. Nitrates have a high
available nitrogen content, and plants love nitrogen,
so plants also love nitrates. Organic material is turned
into ammonia, then into nitrites, then into nitrates, by
different types of bacteria in this simple process on land.
These bacteria are collectively referred to as nitrifiers.
It’s not surprising that the same simple process occurs
in water. Otherwise, where would algae and free-floating
plants such as duckweed get their fertilizer? In your
aquaponics garden, it’s easy to locate a piece of organic
material that just became available to these bacteria;
you fed your fish, then they pooped (it usually floats).
Simply put, the first bacteria eats this organic material,
turning it into nitrites; then the next bacteria eats the
nitrites and turns them into nitrates; then the plants in
the system use the nitrates as fertilizer for growth.
This works out perfectly for the fish in an AquaponiGarden,
for while both ammonia and nitrites are extremely toxic
to them in high concentrations, they have a much higher
tolerance for nitrates, the end product of this biochemical
process. The nitrifying process thus cleans up the water
for the fish, and eliminates toxins from the water in which
they breathe and swim.
This image is of E. coli, which
you many have heard of before,
as one type makes people
ill. However, most E. coli are
completely harmless; it’s the
ones found in warmblooded
animals feces that make us sick.
This is why it is critical to keep
any and all animal poop (other than the fish poop - fish
are not warmblooded!) out of your system.

Never add manure from any warmblooded
animal to your AquaponiGarden!

Graphic courtesy of I. Karonent, adapted for aquaponics by S. Friend.

This is the Nitrifying Cycle, as it occurs inside an aquaponics system.

Just like you, the nitrifying
bacteria are happy within
a certain temperature
range, but they get very
uncomfortable or even die
outside that range. However, they don’t have fireplaces and
air conditioners as we do, so if conditions are not right, they
don’t do their job as well, or at all. If you’re wondering why
your plants aren’t growing very well, and check your water
temperature and find it’s a very chilly 52° F, it’s because your
nitrifiers are freezing their little bacterial backsides off. Warm
them up! We’ll cover how to accomplish this in Chapter Two.
Basic Principles Of Floating Aquaponics
We’ve only left one gap in this perfectly assembled picture
puzzle: how do you hold the plants in an AquaponiGarden?
We haven’t said a word about dirt, and in fact, you may
remember that earlier we defined aquaponics as a soil-less
growing method. So, what do we use instead of dirt?

Styrofoam rafts holding the plants in a small AquaponiGarden’s trough.

Remember
the
plant
troughs
we
described
earlier?
These
are
containers with six-inch
deep water full of nutrients
and aeration circulating
through them (because
of the water pump and air
pump in the garden), all
that’s missing is a way to
float plants on top of these
troughs.
Luckily for the emerging
field of aquaponics, the
hydroponics folks figured
this out twenty years
ago. They originally used
floating Styrofoam rafts
in
their
“deep-water
culture” (DWC) systems,
to hold little perforated
plastic pots called “mesh
pots” in which the plants A young lettuce plant in a slit pot.
are planted in a soil-less
potting mix. Here’s how it works (with lots more on this in
Chapter Thirteen):
With some water, mix a soil-less potting mixture of about
60 percent shredded coconut husk (also called coir, or coco
peat), and 40 percent vermiculite (a lightweight , expanded
mineral available at garden stores). When your system is
established, you can use a little of your AquaponiGarden’s
water, but when you’re first getting started, just use tap
water. The potting mix goes into the slit pots, and you
plant your vegetable seeds in the mix in these pots. After
germination, the pots go into holes in a 1½- to 2-inch thick
Styrofoam raft (a flat sheet of styrofoam) that floats on
top of the plant trough water. The plant roots simply grow
down into the nutrient-filled water in the trough below.
The plants stay in their pots in the holes in the raft until
you harvest them, at which time you remove the pot and
replace it with another newly sprouted small plant.

There are many benefits to this raft system: you can have rafts
with different hole spacings for different vegetables, and you
can “crowd” your baby plants together when they’re small to
maximize efficiency (look at the photo on the previous page notice how the spacings on the left are much closer together
- that’s for tiny plants. Just move them when they get larger,
with no transplant shock!). Another great thing is that you can
remove the whole raft, vegetables and all, from the trough
to a convenient location for harvesting, such as in the shade,
sitting down. This is impossible to do in a soil-based garden,
and cuts the amount of work required by as much as half.
Because we’d never grown plants in the ground, we had
nothing to compare how easy aquaponics was when compared
to gardening. But over and over we heard from people who
each took our training courses, who had formerly been dirt
gardeners. Their feedback was all the same: “Growing food
with aquaponics is less than half as much work, and my back
doesn’t hurt anymore!” AquaponiGardening is a lot less work
than any other food production method!

Aquaponics Is EASY When You Remember:

Photo courtesy of WikiMedia Commons and SecretDisk

Above is a photo of algae and bacteria taken through a scanning
electron microscope at a magnification of 5000. The algae is smaller,
and looks like tiny round brains, while the bacteria is rod-shaped.
This is the invisible world that surrounds us!

• That using an AquaponiGarden is as easy as driving your
car; you don’t need to know how to fix the carburetor.
• That aquaponics is raising both fish and plants in water in
a soil-less recirculating system.
• That the fish provide fertilizer for the plants and the plants
clean the water for the fish.
• That an AquaponiGarden contains a fish tank and fish,
a plant trough and plants, an air pump, a water pump,
floating Styrofoam rafts, and water.
• To use safe containers for AquaponiGardens: LDPE (Low
Density Polyethylene), HDPE (High Density Polyethylene),
or PP (Polypropylene) - but only if they NEVER contained
anything toxic!
• That all food produced in your AquaponiGarden is
guaranteed organic, clean, and pure.
• That the Nitrifying Cycle makes it possible for the plants
to clean the water for the fish, and the fish to make
Photo courtesy of Averan Gale
the fertilizer for the plants. Tiny bacteria make this all
Two chocolate mint plants of the same age: the one on the left side
possible.
• That YOU are the most important component of your grown in aquaponics, on the right side grown in dirt, and watered
with hose water. Wow! What a BIG difference between the two!
AquaponiGarden, by far!

Chapter

Three

Natural and Artificial Lighting
In This Chapter
• Plants and Light
• Your Indoor Lighting Choices – Incandescent and T12/T8/T5 Fluorescent Lights, Metal Halide,
High Pressure Sodium, and LEDs
• How Much Will All This Light Cost?
• Safety Precautions for Mercury-Containing Bulbs
• Proper Disposal For Mercury-Containing Bulbs

What Plants Need
Plants are utterly amazing – they are the only living things on our planet that are able to generate growth directly from the
energy they receive from the Sun. If you think about it, everything other than plants that is alive on Earth is dependent on
second-hand energy from the Sun, which comes to us through plants. Plants form the foundation of the entire food chain.
Your plants need energy to grow, and if for all or part of the year, you cannot use the free energy from the Sun, you will
need to provide the right amount of light for them to do well. However, if you give them too much light, not only are you
wasting money on electricity, your plants will suffer, and not grow as well. This chapter will show you the options that
are available for indoor lighting, and how to provide the right amount of light for optimum growth of the plants in your
Aquaponic garden, and how to do so safely.

Plants and Light

A far more likely scenario is plants that are not getting
enough light. Signs of this include thin, uneven growth,
Without light, your plants will not grow at all. Without the with tall, spindly stems, and plants that lean toward the
right kind of light, your plants will not grow well. It is our light. If this is what you notice, you’ll either need to move
goal to show you how to put together a vegetable-growing your lights closer to the plants, if you can do so without
machine, which will grow plants as efficiently as possible, burning the tops, or add another light.
with the least amount of work. If you’re growing indoors,
choosing the right indoor lights for your plants can be a bit Figuring out what plants need as far as light involves some
overwhelming, as the choices are vast. To correctly choose, trail and error, and lots of observation. The nice thing about
your AquaponiGarden is that you are able to move the
you need to know a few things.
plants – if they’re on the edge of your raft, and stretching
toward the light in the middle, you can always move them
How Much Light?
to the middle, so they are directly below the light.
To know how much light your plants will need, consider how
the plant grows in its natural environment. If you’re not sure, What Color of Light?
just read the back of the seed packet, and you will almost
always find light requirements; “full sun” or “partial sun”, for The color of the light is also important. When your eye sees
example. As a general rule, most vegetable plants will need sunlight, it is a mixture of many colors that looks white.
full sunlight, which means you’ll have to provide quite a bit Remember prisms from high school science, which breaks
of light to your plants if you’re placing your AquaponiGarden up white light into its different colors? “Cooler” light appears
indoors for all or part of the year. However, it is also important to the human eye to be more bluish, and “warmer” light
to know that plants need darkness, just like the plant would appears more reddish. This does not have to do with the
physical temperature of the
have if growing outdoors.
light, but rather the color
In general terms, you will need about 30-40 watts per square temperature of the light.
foot of growing area (tomatoes and other fruiting plants Of all the colors in white
will need more than this), and remember, you only have to light, plants use the red
and blue wavelengths the
calculate the size of your raft, NOT the whole room!
most. Blue is what triggers
An easy way to tell if your plants are getting enough light – or the plants to make more
too much – is to simply look at them. Some signs that your leaves, and red is what
plants are getting too much light are leaves that look droopy triggers more flowering
or dried out, with curled leaf edges, or an entire plant that and fruiting. So, to give the
droops and looks weak. Your plant’s leaves might also have plants the color of light that
dead, brown spots in the areas of the plant that is closest to they can best use to make
the light, if the light is too close to the plant, if you’re using leafy vegetables, we want
lights that put out a lot of heat (plants under water-cooled a cool color temperature
lights have symptoms that look more like an iron deficiency, around 6500°K, as this is
not like they’re burned). However, it is rather uncommon to where most vegetable plants
give an indoor garden too much light, unless you’re using grow best, or, if you want
High-Intensity Discharge (HIDs) lights (metal halide or high- to grow fruiting vegetables
pressure sodium, more on these lights later in the chapter). (peppers, tomatoes, etc.),
Soft white (left) and daylight bulbs.

you’ll want to provide a color temperature of around 2700°K,
which is in the warm, red range. Most “plant lights” that
you will find are in the 6500°K range. You can use bulbs
of the same type (T12, T8, or T5 – more on this in the
following sections) with both “warm” and “cool” bulbs in
a multiple-bulb housing, to give plants both red and blue
color temperatures.

about 10% useful light and 90% wasted in the form of heat!
Incandescent bulbs last between 750-1000 hours.
Even though their color temperature is in the red color
temperature range plants need to produce flowers, we do not
recommend incandescent light for your AquaponiGarden.
Most incandescent plant lights are really only good for spot
lighting to showcase a beautiful houseplant, and have very
little use to the plant, even those that are labeled “grow lights”.
If you use an incandescent, never place it closer than 24”
from the leaves of your plants, as any closer that greatly
increases the likelihood of the leaves burning.

Scientifically, color temperature is measured by
comparing the color of a light to something black, at a certain
temperature. This color temperature is given in “degrees Kelvin”,
and is abbreviated “°K”, which is what you will see on the light bulbs
you purchase at the store. When you see terms like “soft white” or
“daylight”, what they are talking about is the color temperature. For
white lights, it tells you whether the light tends to be more yellow (on
the lower end of the color spectrum), or more blue (on the high end.

Fluorescents- A Better Lighting Choice
Fluorescent lighting consists of bulbs or tubes that are filled
with mercury vapor that emits ultraviolet (UV) light when
electricity passes through them, with a phosphorus coating
inside that converts the UV light into visible light. All these
bulbs are by law labeled with a symbol that includes the letters
“Hg” (the chemical symbol for mercury) inside a circle, both
on the box and on the bulb itself, along with a warning. There
are also very specific laws governing how to dispose of them.

Indoor Lighting Choices – Incandescents and
T12/T8/T5 Fluorescents
There is an almost bewildering array of choices when you are
in the lighting aisle of your local “Build-It-Yourself” Center.
We know what we’re looking for, and we still have to look
to find what we want, and sometimes ask someone. Just
relax, and know that it’s easier than you think to find what
you need. Below are some easy and affordable options .
Incandescents – NOT a Good Lighting Choice
Incandescent light bulbs have a filament that electricity
passes through when turned on, that heats up to the point
of glowing; this is what produces the bulb’s light.
These are the standard, old-fashioned light bulbs, and are
incredibly inefficient when it comes to energy use, providing

To the far right, you can see the chemical symbol for mercury, Hg, is
printed on every bulb that contains mercury, which is very toxic.

It’s critical to know that when a bulb that
contains mercury breaks, it’s not a small thing. There
are very specific methods for safe clean-up, which are required
to be followed according to Federal laws (seriously!). Mercury
is a very dangerous chemical, and all the steps for safely
cleaning up a break are covered at the end of this chapter.
Remember, take care of your body! If you don’t, where are you
going to live???
Fluorescent bulbs are all labeled with the letter “T”,
followed by a number. The “T” stands for “tubular”, which
makes sense, since these bulbs are all, in fact, tubular. The
number that follows the “T” tells you how the thickness of
the bulb as measured in eighths of an inch. For example,
a T12 is ¹²/8” inch around, or 1½”; a T8 is ⁸/8”, or 1”, and
a T5 is ⅝” around. As a general rule, the more narrow the
bulb, the more energy-efficient it is, and the less mercury
it contains. They also all have different expected life spans,
(see the graphic in the right column).
There are many different kinds of fluorescent lights, with the
output of light and color of light controlled by components
called ballasts. A fluorescent light is comprised of several
different components including the light fixture itself,
internal wiring and the ballast. Many times, the ballast is
built into the fixture, and you probably won’t even notice
it. The ballast is essentially what starts and illuminates
the tube or bulb by creating the appropriate amount of
voltage and current necessary. If you’ve ever seen a
flickering flourescent light, there’s a good chance it was
the ballast that was failing, rather than the bulb. It’s a
very small component difficult to replace and is best left
to a professional, unless you have prior experience with
wiring. It’s usually just easier to buy a new fixture.

*Bulb life varies by wattage. See the package of the bulb you buy for
specific product information regarding that bulbs expected life span.

The purpose of the ballast is to start and maintain a
steady flow of electricity through the bulb. In fluorescent
lights, the ballast is built into the housing. In the much more
expensive but also much more efficient High-Intensity Discharge
(HID) lights, the ballast is separate, and can be either mechanical or
electronic. Ballasts are NOT interchangeable between different types
of fluorescent bulbs.

Still Not The Greatest Lighting Source – CFLs

are often sold in tight horizontal reflectors! To take
advantage of their light output, they are best used in a
Compact fluorescent bulbs (CFLs) are newer form of fluorescent vertical umbrella-shaped reflector.
lighting, which have almost entirely replaced incandescent
bulbs. They are far more energy efficient, put out much less You might need to use two or three to get good light over
heat, and last 8 to 15 times longer, usually around 10,000 your entire garden, and because they remain cool to the
hours.
touch, they can also be placed quite near your plants, in
the 6-8” range for the low wattage bulbs (40W), and 24”
CFLs come in “warm” (2700-3000°K) and “cool” (5000- for the high wattage bulbs (250-300W).
6500°K), with the cool being better for growing vegetables.
Look for bulbs that are labeled “Grow Light”. They come in Pay attention to how your CFL is shining – if the bulb
many different wattages; 42, 85, 105, 125, 150, 200, 250, starts to flutter or fluctuate, it means it needs to be
and 300 watts. Plant growth is not very good under these replaced (see the next section on how to dispose of your
lights, and they should be used as supplemental lighting when CFLs properly).
you get at least some sun on your AquaponiGarden each day.
They are a good choice in that they don’t require a separate
ballast or any special wiring, but they’re far from ideal. Some
of the lower wattage bulbs screw into a standard Edison light
socket in the exact same manner as does an incandescent
bulb, while the higher wattage bulbs have what is called a
“mogul” base, which is larger, but can be used in standard
Edison bases with an adapter. They’re very expensive - the
300-watt bulb costs about $100, and they’re very fragile
where the bulb is connected to the base.
No matter what kind of CFL grow light bulb you choose,
just make sure you put a reflector behind the bulb, ideally
reflective aluminum or painted white, as CFLs shine light in
all directions, and unless you capture the light that shines
away from your garden, light will be wasted. These bulbs
don’t do very well in a tight horizontal reflector, especially
the larger higher wattage bulbs, despite the fact that they
If the any of the different kinds of
fluorescent lamps are installed where
they are frequently switched on and
off, they will age more rapidly. Put
your lights on a timer, to come on
in the morning and to go off in the
evening. If you are only turning them on once per day, the bulbs will last
a lot longer. Turn the bulbs off and on as infrequently as possible!

CFL with a match (upper right) for scale. This kind of light
would be used with a reflector, to direct all the light at your
AquaponiGarden, and to prevent light from being wasted.
An Excellent Lighting Choice – T8 Fluorescents
There is another fluorescent light, introduced in 1981,
called a T8, which has thinner (⁸/8-inch, or one inch
around) than the 1½” T12, about 40% more energy
efficient that a T12, and with far less mercury in the tube.
T8s are rated with the same 20,000-hour lamp life as T12
fluorescents. T8s should be placed a little bit higher than
T12s above the top of your plants, because their light is
stronger.

They are as long-lasting as standard T12s, with an average
usable life span of around 20,000 hours.   They contain even
less mercury (only about 3mg per bulb) than T8s, because
the bulb has a special coating in the inside that stops the
glass and the phosphorus from absorbing mercury. This
coating also makes the bulb remain more efficient over the
course of its life.
High Output T5s are the best lighting source you can buy
if you decide to go with fluorescents. However, they’re not
inexpensive - expect to pay about $8.00 each for the bulbs.

More Excellent Indoor Lighting Choices - Metal
Halide, High Pressure Sodium, and LEDs

Three different kinds of fluorescents: the two on top are T12s, below
that is a T8, and the one on the bottom is the skinny T5.

There are three other categories of indoor lighting choices you
could make, and we’ll talk about them briefly. Two are in a
category called “high-intensity discharge” lights (HIDs), and
the third is in a completely different category called “lightemitting diodes” (LEDs). All are excellent choices, but HIDs
are a bit more complicated, and LEDs are very expensive.

Another Excellent Choice, But a Bit More Expensive
– The Skinny T5
Two newer types of fluorescent lights were introduced in
the 1990s, called T5s. They come in two versions, the High
Efficiency (HE - the lower power version), and High Output
(HO - higher power, but lower efficiency) version. Make
sure to get the High Output kind! HE saves power, HO
gives more light. In this case, you want more light. There
are also “Very High Output” (VHO) T5s, but they don’t put
out enough additional light per watt to make them worth
the price. They also produce more heat, which is why VHO
fixtures are sold with air-cooled capabilities. You really
don’t need these kind of lights for small AquaponiGardens.
T5 fluorescents are very thin – only ⅝-inch thick, and
produce almost twice as much light as standard T12
fluorescents, while still remaining very cool to the touch.
They are available in “warm” (3000K) or “cool” (6500K)
versions. Again, we recommend the cool type for your
AquaponiGarden.

High-Intensity Discharge (HID) bulbs create more
visible light per unit of electricity than incandescent or even
fluorescent lights. There are two kinds of HID bulbs used for indoor
growing, high-pressure sodium (HPS). To produce light, MH bulbs use
a mixture of argon, mercury, and different kinds of metal halides,
while HPS bulbs use mercury and sodium. Light-emitting diodes, or
LEDs, are a type of tiny semi-conductor that emits light at a specific
wavelength. LEDs for plant grow lights are made in the colors blue
and red, which are the wavelengths that plants need most. These
two colors combine to make a light that looks purple when it shines
on your plants.

MH - Metal Halide
Metal halide lights come in a range of sizes, commonly 175
watts, 250 watts, 400 watts, and 600 watts. A 175 watt lamp
will cover the 3.5 sq. ft. AquaponiGarden, and a 400 would
cover the 12 sq. ft. garden. Two 250 watt lamps could be
positioned properly to cover the three troughs of the 18.
These lamps put out a lot of heat, you’ll want to place them
at least three feet above the tops of your plants, and keep an
eye on your plants for signs that the light is too close (upper
leaves wilting, edges curling, burning). Expect to pay about
$100 for a 175 watt lamp kit, including ballast and reflector.

A high pressure sodium bulb in a reflector., with ballast (foreground).
Notice the opening at the top of the relector, where a fan is meant to
be installed for air cooling. A gallon jug is included, for scale.
Photo courtesy JoeX/Wikimedia Commons

A 400w metal halide bulb, with 100w incandescent bulb (top) for scale.
High Pressure Sodium
HPS lights emit a red color temperature, and are not ideal
for growing leafy greens. They are also a bit expensive,
though are very efficient, but they last about twice as long
as metal halide lights. We do not recommend them for your
aquaponics garden. HPS bulbs emit a very orange light, and
you’ve probably seen them in use as streetlights, as that is
a common application. Their light is very bright, and things
illuminated by them look unnatural and very orange. They
emit wavelengths better for flowering and fruiting plants.

LEDs – Light Emitting Diodes
LEDs offer distinct advantages over other lighting choices:
• Lack of heat – zero risk of fire, and you can put the light
so close to your plants that they actually touch the tops
of the plants, with no burning whatsoever
• They only emit light that is usable to the plant
• Energy efficient: 300W LED = 800W HPS
• No mercury
• Long life (100,000 hours!)
• The LED technology is improving rapidly
• Prices of LEDs are dropping fast (but they’re still very
expensive!)

However, they also have some real disadvantages:

• A 3.5 AquaponiGarden would require a minimum of 175W
for leafy greens and at least a 250W HID to produce toma• Expense, expense, expense! At least $200 for a decent
toes on a dwarf plant.
LED grow light, and up to $1200!
• Growth is still not as good as HIDs for most plants
• For leafy green production, a 12 AquaponiGarden would require a 4 foot long, 6- or 8-bulb T5 fixture, or two 2-foot
We could write a whole lot more about this, but the price
long, 6 bulb (OK) 8 bulb (better) fixtures.
tag is enough to put most people off of LEDs. If you’re
not one of us, and you have a trust fund, and money to • For tomato production, a 12 AquaponiGarden would require
burn, do your research online, and be sure to read reviews
a 400 watt minimum, but preferably a 600 watt HID.
written by someone other than the store selling the lights!
• For greens production, an 18 AquaponiGarden (36” x 72”)
would require three 2-foot long, 6 or 8 bulb fixtures.
• To grow tomatoes, an 18 AquaponiGarden would require
two 400 watt HIDs, preferably on a light mover, because 72”
is a long area to cover, and the ends of that garden footprint
will likely be too dimly lit without moving the lights.

Three LED bulbs, with red spectrum on the left, both red
and blue in the middle light, and blue only on the left.
So, After All That, What Exactly Should You Use?
There are so many variables that it’s really difficult to give
you a good recommendation, but here goes. High output
T5s are bright enough to grow ALL types of plants. They
are very versatile, because they’re safe and cool, and do
not have a hot, single blinding point of light as do H.I.D.
lights. With a bulb shield and wire guard, they are very
safe to use above the food you’re growing to eat. They’re
far less expensive than LEDs.
We asked for the recommendation of a well-respected
aquaponics lighting expert, Jesse Hull, Imagine Aquaponics, LLC, of Milwaukee, WI, and his recommedations are
on the top of the next column. Thanks Jesse!

An EASY solution: at bottom right is a compact fluorescent in a
reflector, for supplement, spot lighting on a 3.5 AquaponiGardens. at
the top is a SylverStar 2 Foot 4 Lamp High Output T5 fixture with four
bulbs installed. About $130, online at http://www.htgsupply.com, with
numerous options such as light racks, reflector hangers, and timers.

How Much Does All This Lighting Cost?
All this information about lighting, efficiency, and energy
usage is great, but you’re probably wondering if you can
afford to not only to purchase these lights, but also how
much they’ll add to your electric bill. Purchase prices vary
around the country, as well as online, but we’ll give you
some general ideas of how much each type of lighting will
cost. We’ll also show you how to figure out how much that
your lights will cost to run, wherever you are, once you’ve
made your choice of what lights to buy.
How Much Can I Expect To Spend Buying Lights?
This question is a lot like asking “how far can I push a
string?” or “how high is up?”. There are so many variables!
However, we will try to give you a general idea of what you
can expect to find when you go to Lowe’s, Home Depot, or
shop online. Incandescent “grow lights” – though these are
not recommended, you can try them if you like – remember,
aquaponics is a lot of fun if you enjoy experimenting! – will
run you $12-15 each, for both the bulb and the housing.
Replacement bulbs are less expensive, since you don’t need
to purchase the housing, around $5-8, as of this writing.
Fluorescents have a wide variety, of sizes, shapes, and
costs. We’ll give you the general rule of thumb. Check prices
online and locally.
• T12s – Lowest Efficiency / Lowest Cost
• T8s – 40% better efficiency than T12s and cost only you
20% more, so they’re a pretty good deal
• T5s – 51% better efficiency than T12s but with 2-3 times
the cost, so you may decide the extra cost is not worth it
And when you add the fixture (ballast and reflector), you’ll
find prices are even more all over the board. Expect prices
for HIDs and LEDs vary widely as well.
How Much Will All These Lights Cost to Operate?
A tiny bit of very simple math (ACK! We know, but we
promise it’s really, really easy!) will tell you how much your

lights cost to operate, no matter how many lights you have,
or what kind of lights you choose.
1. Add up your light’s combined wattage.
2. Divide that number by 1000. This gives you the total
kilowatts that they use.
3. Multiply that number by the amount your electric
company charges per kilowatt hour (you can find this
out by looking at your electric bill).
4. Multiply that number by the hours you use them per day.
5. Multiply that number by 30 to get the amount you pay
to the electric company per month, OR multiply that
number by 365 to get the amount you’ll pay in a year.
Example: Say you’re using four T5 Fluorescents, each using
24 watts, and you want to know how much the electricity
you will use will cost in a month. You know your electric
company charges 22 cents per kilowatt hour.
1. 4 x 24 = 96. You have
a combined 96 watts
from your four T5s.
2. Divide 96 by 1000, and
you get .096 kilowatts
used per hour.
3. .096 x .22 = .021, or
2.1 cents per kilowatt
hour (.096 multiplied
by 22 cents per
kilowatt hour), so the
lights cost you a little
bit over 2 cents per
hour to use.
4. You have your lights
on a timer, and use
them 12 hours per
day, so, in a month’s
timer, your total cost
is about $7.60 per
month. (.021 x 12 x
30). Annually, in this
example, you would
pay $91.98.

High pressure sodium lights on the
San Francisco Bay Bridge.

Safe Handling of Mercury-Containing Bulbs

Ways to Prevent Fluorescent Bulb Breakage

Since all fluorescents, metal halide, and high-pressure sodium • Always handle the bulbs like they’re newborn babies!
bulbs contain a small amount of mercury gas, if they break,
Pay attention every moment, and work in an area that
it is something you need to pay close attention to. The good
has no distractions.
news is, according to the Environmental Protection Agency, the
amount of mercury in a fluorescent bulb is less than 1/100th of • If bulbs have been turned on, turn them off
what is found in the old-fashioned mercury thermometers. It’s
and allow them to come to room temperature
around 5mg, or 0.00017637 ounces. To put this in perspective,
(at least 20 minutes) before handling them.
one Tylenol tablet is 375-500 milligrams, and a teaspoon is
about 5000 milligrams. So, we are talking very small amounts. • When taking out a bulb, never unscrew CFL bulbs or
remove tubular bulbs by exerting pressure on the
Nonetheless, even small amounts of mercury are a known
glass. Use the base or the ends of the bulbs to gently
health risk, so a broken bulb is should be taken very seriously.
screw them into place.
The mercury in fluorescent lights is in the form of elemental
mercury, which is a heavy metallic liquid, which can be absorbed • When putting a bulb in, gently screw or tap in the
through your skin if you touch it, or inhaled if it becomes
bulb until it’s seated snugly in the base. DO NOT overvaporized, as unfortunately can happen rather easily.
tighten CFL bulbs, or strongly tap in fluorescent tubes.
Of course, the very best way to never have mercury exposure is • No matter what, never force anything!
to make sure they don’t break at all, however, if they do break,
it’s important that you know what to do. It’s also important to • Whenever possible, shield your light fixtures with wire
know how to dispose of them properly, broken or whole.
guards (see photo at left) and tubular bulb guards.
Rather than simply replacing bulbs in their fixtures directly
over your aquaponics garden, unplug the entire fixture
and move it away from your garden. Set up a drop cloth
before you take out the bulb, in case it breaks.
Safe Clean-up If a Bulb Breaks
As quickly as possible, safely evacuate the room (including
pets). Turn off air-conditioners, or heaters. If bulb break
occurs over your aquaponics garden, immediately turn
off the water pump to stop circulation of water.
Open windows and doors to air out the room, preferably
to the outdoors, and let the room air out for at least 15
minutes.

A wire bulb guard will help prevent your bulbs from breakage.

While you’re out of the room, gather the materials you will
need to safely clean up the broken bulb. The list follows,
on the next page.

Before returning into the room, gather the following materials:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Disposable gloves
Hand broom
Stiff cardboard or a dust pan (see “Hint”, opposite)
Masking tape or packaging tape
Damp paper towel or disposable baby wipes
Glass jar (preferably) or other hard plastic container that can
be sealed with a lid, or Ziplock bag or other bag you can seal.

Unless
you
have a HEPA
filter on your
vacuum, DO
NOT vacuum!
Please know that the air flowing through the
vacuum could spread mercury vapor through the
room! If you must vacuum, put the vacuum outside,
and run the hose inside where the break occurred.
If the break was over a hard surface:
Use the hand broom and the stiff cardboard or dustpan to
carefully sweep up as much of the glass debris that you can.
Use damp paper towels, baby wipes, and sticky tape to get
the remainder of the glass shards off the hard surface.
Put all debris and cleaning materials into the glass container
(preferably), or the hard-sided plastic container, or as a last
resort, the plastic bag. Seal the lid. Be aware that if you use
plastic, mercury vapors can still seep out through the plastic,
whereas with glass, it cannot (this is why these bulbs are
perfectly safe to use, unless they break!), so take it out of
your house immediately, to a safe place outside, until you
can dispose of it properly (see the following section).

If you use a piece of stiff
cardboard instead of a dustpan,
you can just throw it away with
the rest of the debris and clean
up materials, so it’s a little
easier. If you use a dustpan, you
will have to wash it off with soap and water, while still wearing the
disposable gloves, when you are finished.
If the break was over carpet:
If you absolutely must vacuum, keep windows and doors
open, but unless you have a HEPA filter on your vacuum,
put it completely outside the room (outdoors, if you can)
and bring the hose in though a window or door. Use the
longest attachment you have, and keep the actual vacuum
body outside. Throw away the bag (or clean out the ShopVac canister and wipe it out with gloves on). Then, follow
disposal instructions given previously.
The next several times you vacuum this area, open doors
and windows before you begin, and dispose of the bag
immediately afterwards, in the same manner. Leave the
room open to air out for as long as possible after vacuuming.
Remember to wash your hands with soap and water
after proper disposal of all the cleaning materials,
and the jars or plastic bags of debris.

Wash the hand broom (and the dustpan, if you used one
instead of a piece of stiff cardboard) with soap and water
before you take off your gloves.
If possible, continue to air out the room for several hours.

Wash your hands with soap and water!

You can also purchase a tubular plastic bulb guard that fits tightly
over the bulb, and contains glass in case of breakage.

If the break occurred over any of the plants in your
aquaponics garden:
Determine which plants have had exposure to the glass
shards. These plants need to be thrown away, roots and all.

THIS IS CRITICAL:
If in doubt, throw it out.
Examine the raft carefully for glass shards, and use the
damp paper towels, baby wipes, and sticky tape to get the
remainder of the glass shards.
With the water pump and aeration in the trough turned off,
remove the raft to look closely into the water to determine if
any debris fell into the grow bed. If you are not certain about
this, bail out some water until you can see the bottom of your
trough. If there is glass, you will need to throw all the water
in the plant trough into your toilet or down the sink, scrub
out the trough with mild soap and water, rinse well, and refill.
If you were not able to turn off the water pump immediately,
or if in the unlikely event that debris fell into your fish tank
(which should not happen, because of course you have a
cover on your fish tank, right?), you will need to throw away
the water in your fish tank as well, following the instructions
given for starting your system in Chapter 12).

Proper Disposal of the Bulbs
Whether your bulbs are broken or still whole but have burned
out, you will need to dispose of them properly. You will need
to check with your local state or county government to find
out what the rules are in your area. This is very important, as
these bulbs are not the same as the old incandescent bulbs
(remember them?), and must be disposed of in a manner
consistent with the local laws. Call your garbage company, or
your check with your local dump if you’re in a rural area.

Check the Warranty
Many energy star-rated bulbs have a two-year warranty.
If the bulb has burned out within that two-year period,
you will be able to return it to the manufacturer for a
replacement. Of course, this means you need to be able
to locate your receipt, which indicates an incredible level
of organization, which we admire greatly, and hope to
someday emulate!
Pack the Bulb
If the bulb is unbroken, place it in a container so that it
won’t break during handling and transport. If you do not
have a container available, or if the bulb is too long for a
container, as a last resort, use two plastic bags, and seal
the end. To always have packaging available for disposing
of long tubes, it’s an excellent idea to save the packaging
that the bulbs came in when you purchased them originally.
If you are replacing the bulb, you can use the packaging
from the new bulb to dispose of the old bulb.
Recycle – If Possible
To find a local disposal site, go online to Earth911.com,
or call 1-800-CLEAN-UP or 1-800-RECYCLE. Some local
retailers, such as Ace Hardware, IKEA, and Lowe’s, supply
collection areas at their stores.
If Nothing Else, Throw it Away
If there is absolutely no recycling available where you
are, as a last resort, you can put well-sealed bulbs into
your regular trash, as long as it is not incinerated. If your
garbage is burned, you must not do this, as burning the
bulb will release the mercury into the atmosphere. It must
be disposed of as hazardous waste.
Remember, these steps represent the highest safety levels
you can provide, when dealing with what is actually a tiny,
tiny amount of very hazardous material. Relax, but still be
very careful.

Chapter
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Supercharged Vegetables Varieties That Grow Well
In This Chapter
•
•
•
•

What Grows Well
What’s NOT Appropriate For Aquaponics
Results Of Our Planting Trials Over Our First Six Years
Almost Magical Results With Plants In Soil, Watered With Aquaponics Water

AquaponiGardens grow a lot of vegetables much better than these same vegetables will grow in the ground. There still are
some things you just have to grow in the ground, like raspberry bushes and redwood trees. So aquaponics is obviously
not a perfect match for every plant. However, many of the edible plants we eat every day (or that we should eat every
day, anyway!) grow twice as fast in aquaponics, last much longer in your fridge, and taste better than any other vegetable
you’ve ever eaten - even organic - that was grown in the ground.
We’ll cover in what worked well and what didn’t work at all in a general manner, and then we’ll give you a “planting trials”
section with very specific information on well over one hundred different varieties of vegetables.

What Grew Well

There are some significant differences, though: you will find
that almost everything grows in an aquaponic garden in
about half the time the gardening book says it should take
in the ground. You will also find that the resulting produce
has incredible shelf life, and much better taste than even
organic soil-grown produce. Some things, like watercress
and basil, grow like weeds in our aquaponic gardens with no
pest problems whatsoever, in stark contrast to how difficult
it is to grow them in the soil, even with plenty of water!

There’s a ton of stuff aquaponic gardens grow really well:
all the basils (and there are a lot of different kinds of basil);
oregano, cilantro; curly parsley and Italian parsley; mint and
lemon balm; and other specialty herbs; all kinds of lettuces;
chives, green onions, leeks, strawberries, green beans,
purple beans, snap peas, snow peas, regular peas, Japanese
cucumbers, all kinds of tomatoes; celery and celeriac; many
different kinds of oriental stir-fry vegetables including kyona
mizuna, bak choi, tat soi, and mustard; cabbages, kohlrabi, Also, ask your neighbors who garden about their experiences.
silver beet/Swiss chard; taro,; watercress, pepper cress, The only thing an avid gardener likes to do as much as
and garden cress; broccoli, cabbage, raab, and romanescu. gardening is talking about gardening. Be a good listener
and you will get absolutely invaluable advice, free of charge.
Root vegetables that surprisingly worked well included bulb
onions, several kinds of radishes; white and purple kohlrabi;
golden, chiogga, and red beets; and white and purple turnips. What’s Not Appropriate For Aquaponics
We grew tomatillos, garden berries, thornless blackberries,
a papaya tree, banana plants; and amaranth and quinoa,
both of which are grains! Wheatgrass grew like wildfire,
and could be cut and regrown up to three times while still
staying very sweet, and when left to grow, turned into
amazing wheat heads with delicious wheat grains. There are
lots of other plants that probably would grow well, so feel
free to experiment.
One of the smartest things you can do is to get a good
backyard organic gardening book and use it as a reference.
There will be a ton of information about things such as
beneficial insects, growth habit (shape), and varieties that
are best for certain climates.
You can ignore the information the book gives about soil
pH, nutrient levels, or about needed fertilizers and what
percentages of lime, phosphorus, calcium, etc., are needed.
You should pay attention to the general information the book
gives about actually growing these things. We’re not the
experts in horticulture (the science, technology, and business
of intensively growing plants for human use) - in fact, we
began in 2007 not knowing how to grow anything. We’d
never even been able to keep a houseplant alive! We speak
only from our direct experience, or the experience of trusted
co-explorers that we’ve either learned from or coached.

Marijuana is the first and most important thing that’s not
appropriate this type of aquaponic gardening. Not only is it
illegal according to Federal law to both grow and possess,
but our “deep water raft” aquaponics systems simply don’t
work for growing marijuana. There are other books out there
that talk about growing “tomatoes” with tongue in cheek; in
this book, when we say tomato, we mean tomato! If that’s
the reason you bought this book, please rethink your plan,
because we’re not kidding when we say it does not work.
How do we know? We’re not going to put one of those cute
smiley faces on this one, there’s no “wink wink” here. We
know, because we tried it in our aquaponic systems for
eight months, and could not get any aquaponically-grown
marijuana plants to live through their flowering phase in
our deep water raft systems. As of this writing (November,
2013), we will be facing a Federal judge soon, and the
possibility of five years in prison for our flaunting federal
law. Don’t be stupid; it doesn’t work, and it’s unlawful. Even
in a state where it’s legal on the state level, or even legal for
medical use (as is the case in Hawaii), it’s NOT lawful on the
Federal level, and they’re the proverbial 800-pound gorilla.
You do not want to fight them. If you choose to walk down
this path, be aware that you will be out on some very thin
ice, and you may find yourself facing time in federal prison.

What Else Have We Noticed?
What just plain didn’t grow well was the following: melons
and squashes didn’t do well because of problems with
blossoms and fruits rotting during one planting, but did great
on other plantings, and we’re not sure why. Lima beans and
fava beans grew huge bushes but made no beans; both
sweet and hot peppers all grew well, but then seemed to die
and stems rotted out; an eggplant finally matured a threeounce fruit after three months next to a tomato plant that
had given 200 pounds of tomatoes during the same period.

the soil particles to find water are just not there. We think
this might be a major contributing factor in how rapidly
plants grow in aquaponics systems of every size. We have
discovered so much more that grows amazingly well in
Aquaponics, and our best hope is that you will experiment,
make discoveries, and share your new knowledge about
these systems in a manner that will add to the total body of
aquaponic knowledge.

This was during our first system planting. Since then, we’ve
gotten eggplant to grow enthusiastically, though aphids
loved the plants. We’ve had lima bean bushes loaded with
lima beans (yummy in soup!), as well as sweet melons and
huge squash. We don’t know what the difference was that
made them grow poorly then and well now, and that leads
us to be wary of saying “this or that doesn’t grow well” in
aquaponics.
For example, we’ve gotten taro (an in-ground root crop) to
grow exceedingly well in our aquaponics systems. We’ve
got thriving pineapple plants, and we grew an eight-foottall banana plant in a Micro System (hey, we’re in Hawaii!).
that threw off banana “keikis” (babies) at its base, each of
which is a clone of the mother tree and can be successfully
cut off and planted to make another more bananas. We’ve
also noticed that plants that reproduce by budding/cloning
(celery, banana plants, taro, sweet potatoes) and shoots
(mint, watercress, mint, ginger, tumeric) do the same thing
- both buds and shoots form at a very young age.
We’ve found that fruiting plants have a tendency to bloom
when they’re tiny, and so the blooms need to be pinched
off until the plant develops a large enough root system to
be able to sustain fruiting. It’s our best guess that this is
because soluble nutrients are so readily accessible to the
plant - it’s supercharged from the very beginning.
By looking through a microscope at the roots, we’ve found
that there is an entire root structure that seems to be
missing in aquaponic plants. The part of the root called root
hairs, which function to of going out into the spaces between

In aquaponics systems, plant roots simply do not seem to grow root
hairs, probably because water is so readily available, along with the
soluble nutrients that are dissolved in the aquaponics water.

What Grew Well - And Not So Well:

Leeks grew in half the time it takes to grow them in the dirt,
and got HUGE, while still being quite tender and flavorful.
General Overview of Aquaponics Test Plantings, We cut and re-grew leeks for months. We tried 3” net pots,
but 2” pots work just as well. Green onions, chives and
December 2007 to December, 2013
regular bulb onions (which grew on top of the rafts!) all
Many things grow VERY well in Aquaponics systems. They grew wonderfully.
are: any leafy plant where the whole plant is harvested
and used, such as lettuces, cabbages, oriental stir fry Some unexpected things grew really well; we got a sweet
varieties, kale, chard/silver beets, kohlrabi, culinary herbs, and flavorful three-pound pound turnip that grew on TOP of
green onions, chives, leeks, and green onions; fruiting the pot, on top of the raft, and still had two feet of turnip
plants such as melons, cucumbers, squashes, tomatoes, greens sticking up above that (which were also sweet
strawberries, peppers, okra; and many different kinds of and flavorful). Kohlrabi, parsnips, yellow and red onions,
legumes including peas, sugar snap peas, purple beans, radishes, taro (a Hawaiian root crop), and beets grew the
green beans, French green beans, and Chinese long beans. same way. Carrots, however, did not grow on the top of the
rafts, but instead filled the net pot with very strange and
But what grows well in the system you build, in your location, twisted shapes.
you will have to determine through experimentation or
learning from another gardener (dirt gardening is fine to We grew mint, ong choy (Vietnamese water spinach),
learn about the types of plants that grow well where you watercress, and pepper cress, along the sides of the rafts,
live). This information will vary a great deal from place to in the space between the raft edge and the trough side.
place, as it is highly dependent upon your temperature, We trained tomatoes, green beans, and sugar snap peas
the amount of sun/light your system receives, etc. In other to climb on a trellis, using plant tape (a green, soft tape
words, all the same considerations you would have to give available in garden supply centers). We trained squash
to that location if you and melons to grow out over the ground, and harvested
were planning what would hundreds of pounds of some cultivars, while others did not
go into a garden in the do well at all - this is an area you will have to experiment
ground. Where is the best with, as we have not yet figured it all out!
place to put your system?
Put it where the sunlight is
best and most plentiful at
your site.
Many
different
kinds
of flowers (both edible
and
cut)
grew
very
well, especially delicious
nasturtiums and marigolds,
chrysanthemums,
basil
flowers, oregano flowers,
sunflowers (all edible),
and zinnas.
Nasturtium, “Empress of India”

Remember, if you have a pest attack, YOU CANNOT
USE POISON; you can’t spray bug sprays! If any of this
stuff gets into your water, it will kill your fish. Even things as mild
and organic as neem oil spray have killed all the fish in one of our
student’s systems. We’ve even had a student that killed all his fish
by applying insecticidal soap to his system, which he though would
be OK because he was in a greenhouse. He was wrong. See Chapter
Nineteen for more information on this.

Some things didn’t grow well in our initial tests. These need
further research to figure out what happened. Did we plant
at the wrong time of year, use the wrong variety of seed, did
our plants not get pollinated adequately, did it need some
kind of special nutrient supplement that wasn’t present, does
that variety just not respond well in an Aquaponics system?
(The first trial to which we refer was planted outdoors in
December of 2007, at the beginning of a six-week long cold,
rainy period. Germinating your seeds indoors gives you much
better results if it’s cold and wet outside. However, even our
subsequent, and much more extensive tests are not conclusive.
Please understand that what grows well for you may be
completely different, based upon a whole host of factors!)
All in all, the “failures” were a small minority. Almost
everything we planted in the system grew like gangbusters in
about half the time as in the dirt. Below are two comparison
photos, taken of our very first planting, in early 2008. This
photo shows the almost unbelievably rapid growth in an
entire large system. This is how your plants will grow
in your AquaponiGarden!

Photo of squash plants, taken 1/7/08, in our very first system ever.

Since we began in 2007, with our first plants into our first
large commercial system in early 2008, we have built a
several test systems. We have one test system in our
Aquaponics Solar Greenhouse (even though we don’t need
a greenhouse at all in our location!), and five outside,
so we can run more controlled tests. These systems are
designed so we can adjust and control more things in the
system. Trying things out in the greenhouse system allows
us to eliminate many possible pest problems. If a variety
still doesn’t grow well in the greenhouse, we’ll know it is
some other factor than pests, or lack of warmth. So check
back to our website, and we’ll keep you updated. Make
sure to sign up for our free newsletter, as that will share
a lot of what Tim calls “Aquaponics Nuggets”. In those
Newsletters, you will find the most up-to-date information
that we have about how to get as much food as possible
out of your AquaponiGarden.

Another photo taken from the same place, on 2/9/08, of the same squash,
front right. Also, broccoli, fava, cress, and basil in this photo.

NOTE: Bold text indicates that this plant grew well, plain
text indicates that plant either didn’t flourish, or didn’t fruit.
Initially, all these seeds were obtained from Baker Creek
Seed Company, http://www.rareseeds.com, and were all
heirloom varieties, but not all organic. Subsequent tests
have included seeds procured from Johnny’s (http://www.
johnnyseeds.com/, NOT owned by Monsanto, and an excellent company, in all ways), Territorial, Seeds of Change, and
Seed Saver’s Exchange. Descriptions from seed packets and
catalogs, along with our own observations and experiences.

Flowers
Marigolds – yummy in salads! For those who like the idea
of companion planting (which is not, unfortunately, backed
up by scientific studies), marigolds are supposed to be a
great detrimental insect repellent. We like to make leis with
them, and we both eat them in salads and blend them into
“green drinks”. They’re really pretty, so we interplant them
wherever we have an empty hole. Marigolds are used as
a natural feed additive for chickens, to brighten the yolks
of eggs, and for fabric dyes. We planted a cultivar called
“Orange Hawaii”, which gave us large, deep-orange flowers
that the seed packet said would grow to 4” across, but ours
were 5½” across – HUGE and very striking and beautiful,
and also tasty! The seed packet also said plants would grow
to three feet tall, but ours grew to five and a half feet tall!
Aster - Giant Perfection Mix - Beautiful, long-lasting cut
flowers, an old-fashioned favorite. Asters originated in China. Peony type, extra-large flowers, great for cutting.
Bachelor’s Buttons - Tall Mixed Colors - An old-fashioned
mix of tall types. Many beautiful colors: purple, violet, light
and dark blue, rose, white, lavender, pink and more! Very
easy to grow.
Nasturtium - The edible flowers are popular for salads and
as a garnish; the peppery leaves are also very flavorful. A
colorful garden favorite that grew phenomenally well in our
system. Plants got HUGE, leaves are edible as well. Make
sure to plant on an end of a grow bed, so it can grow out
over the ground. The whole plant is edible.

Our smiling intern, Tracy, with her ever-present coffee cup, and
mint (far left trough, outside the empty PVC frame), basil (left
trough, inside the PVC frame), and in the right trough, top to
bottom: stir fry mix, marigolds, zinnas, September ‘13.

Veggies
Thai Winged Beans (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) This
is a unique beans, with delicious pods that have four winged
edges, the leaves are cooked like spinach and the roots
have a delicious, nutty flavor. This high-protein bean is an
excellent crop in aquaponics. The plants are tropical and
do best in warm areas. Soak seeds 24 hours before planting. It’s a climber, so it needs to be strung up, (I used my
tomato trellises). Plant along the back row of a grow bed,
so as to not shade plants on sunny side.
King of the Garden Lima - Large 8-10’ vines yield very
LARGE white lima beans and give huge yields over a long
season, as long as the beans are picked daily. An heirloom
from 1883. An old-fashioned favorite, excellent for home
gardeners.

A full pot of
Henderson’s Lima Beans
- great with butter!
Henderson’s Bush
Lima
(Introduced
in 1888 by Peter
Henderson & Co. and
one of their most
famous
varieties;
it’s still popular to
this day. In 1888,
Henderson
offered
$100.00
in
cash
for plants bearing
the most pods and
said, “A VEGETABLE
WONDER!!!” & “Can
and should be grown
in every garden...” and “Of all the Novelties ... ever sent
out, there is nothing so entirely distinct and valuable as
this New Vegetable.” Dwarf bush plants can be grown like
regular bush beans. Seed packet says tasty, tender lima
beans, and very early too! (So, that means they’re good
in colder climates/higher elevations).

Beans
Royalty Purple Pod - Seed packet said 56 days, I had beans
on a 4” tall plant that was 33 days from germination! Tender,
bright purple pods turn green when cooked. Very ornamental,
beautiful and tasty beans. Bush plant.
Golden Wax - Delicious, golden-yellow pods are stingless
and are of good quality with rich flavor. This old-time favorite
grows on in a bush plant.

We also tried a few cultivars that grew beautiful, lush
leaves, but never formed beans. We’re not sure why, and
more experimentation is needed.
Long Beans
Chinese Red Noodle Bean - This is the most stunning
and unique bean I have ever seen. Fantastic deep red 18”
pods are delicious, full of nutrition, and they even keep
most their color when sautéed! Long vines produced all
spring and summer. Must be trellised. Plant along the
back row of a grow bed, so as to not shade other plants.
Chinese Green Noodle - 20” pods are straight and
smooth, bright-green, and of excellent quality. This hardy
long bean grew very well in our systems. Very tasty stirfried. Plant along the back row of a grow bed, so as to
not shade other plants.

On the top left is a photo of a
Golden Wax bean plant that
was 6” high but already had
2” long beans! The beans were
sweet and delicious, and there were a lot of them. This is a wonderful variety
in aquaponics. On the right is a Royalty Purple Pod bean plant that was also
tiny – also just 6” high, with 2” long beans. In this photo, you see almost
the entire plant. We picked pounds of beans off these plants over several
months. The kids loved eating them right off the vine. Very tasty!

Rattlesnake Pole Bean - This pole bean is easy to grow
and produces lots of green pods that have purple streaks.
Good flavor and very tender, the speckled seeds are great in
soup. This variety is great for hot, humid areas. Plant along
the back row, on the side away from the sun’s direction, so
as to not shade plants on sunny side of trough.
Lettuce (Lactuca sativa) Mixes - sold by Baker Seeds
European Mesclun Salad - Grow this mix of greens for
one of the tastiest salads ever! Flavors range from sweetmild to sour-hot-tangy, and colors come in red, purple, yellow, and green. Colorful lettuce, radicchio, arugula, endive,
orach, mizuna, kale, mustard, corn salad and more.

Encore Organic Lettuce Mix
An all-organic, stunning lettuce mix of different colors,
shapes and textures. Suitable for outdoor production or in
low-light conditions present indoors and in greenhouses.
Five Star Greenhouse Lettuce Mix
A blend of downy mildew resistant varieties for indoor production, newly reformulated for more uniform growth rates.
The components were selected for their ability to hold their
color (especially red leaf varieties) and resist downy mildew.
Cucumbers

Rocky Top Lettuce Salad Mix - Brightly colored and Chinese Yellow - Beautiful, yellow-orange cucumber from
unique lettuces; it made a flavorful and brilliant salad.
Mainland China, the young fruit is green. 10” fruit are as
crisp as an apple. Very mild and delicious, great for slicing
Red Wing Lettuce Mix - “The All Red Formula Mix”. At last or for pickles. A very rare Chinese heirloom. Plant in the
a lettuce mix that contains a wide range of the best brilliant edge row of a grow bed, to allow it to crawl over the ground.
red (and red splashed) specialty types. Beautiful mix.
Suyo Long - Long, ribbed, dark green fruit can grow to
Siamese Dragon Stir-Fry Mix - All the best Asian greens 18”. They are very mild, sweet and burpless. Excellent for
for stir-frying and steaming. The rich flavor of these greens fresh eating. This productive heirloom comes from northern
is incredible when lightly cooked and seasoned with gar- China and is very attractive. Plant in the edge row of a grow
lic and Thai peppers. This formula mix is perfect for mar- bed, to allow it to crawl over the ground.
ket growers. Also plant them very closely together with a
healthy pinch of seeds, 20-30 per net pot to pick the greens
in the “baby stage” for a tangy salad mix.
Lettuce (Lactuca sativa) Mixes - sold by Johnny’s
Wildfire Mix - High percentage of red leaves. This blend
was created for high color contrast of the darkest red varieties paired with vibrant green varieties. Includes Green
Oakleaf, Red Oakleaf, Green Romaine, Red Romaine, and
Red Leaf lettuces.
Allstar Gourmet Lettuce Mix - A specially designed blend
based on two years of trial research. Selected varieties yield
darker reds and greens even under low-light conditions
indoors or in a greehouse. Ruffled edges and unique leaf
shapes provide loft, interesting texture, good shelf life, and
fancy appearance.

A Chinese Yellow cucumber blossom with the baby
cucumber forming just to the right of the blossom.

Eggplant
Ping Tung - From Ping Tung, Taiwan. Fruits are purple and up
to 18” long and 2” in diameter. This variety is so sweet and
tender, superbly delicious! One of the best Chinese eggplants
on the market. Did not thrive in 2008, it’s done much better
in current trials, though aphids love the plants and colonize
under the plant’s broad leaves.
Listada de Gandia - One of the most popular heirloom types,
this variety has 7” long fruit that are white with lovely brightpurple stripes. Very beautiful & with fabulous flavor in the
sweet, tender flesh. This great variety hails from Italy,
a country that is renowned for fine food. However, it took
three months to get
one 3” fruit, right next
to a tomato plant that
gave us 200 pounds of
tomatoes in the same
period. Did not thrive
in 2008, it’s done much
better in current trials,
though aphids love the
plants
and
colonize
under the plant’s broad
leaves.
Fennel
Orion (F1) (Foeniculum
vulgare) - from Johnny’s
Seeds - Big and highyielding,
with
large,
thick, rounded bulbs.
Crisp and flavorful with
a nice anise flavor. Due
to its heavier bulbs,
Orion has a higher
yield
potential
than
flatter heirloom fennel
cultivars.

Di Firenze (Foeniculum vulgare) - This is the anise flavored
vegetable that Italians love. Large one to two pound bulbs
are delicious in soups, sautéed, baked, and raw in salads.
This Italian authentic Italian “Finocchio” cultivar grew huge
and gorgeous, with the bulb forming on top of raft.
Garden Berries
Red Wonder Wild Strawberry - This variety was
selected to produce large, elongated red fruits that are
sweet and aromatic. Perfect for growing in flower gardens
and containers as the plants, flowers and berries are
ornamental. So delicious, the fruit won’t last long! Plant
did well, with small, tasty fruit that the kids loved.
Wonderberry (Solanum burbankii) Developed by
Luther Burbank, tasty small blue-purple fruit, and good
fresh or cooked. Small plants produce good yields in about
75 days. A historic heirloom that is easy to grow and fun
for kids. Bush grew HUGE (probably should grow this in
the ground and water it with system water).
Strawberry Spinach (Chenopodium capitatum) - An
old-fashioned plant that dates to 1600 AD in Europe. This
curious plant produces greens that are picked and cooked
like spinach, but it also produces sweet, red berries that
are rather bland. These add a nice touch to fruit salads.
Easy-to-grow plants are similar to “Lamb’s Quarters”, a
wild relative. Found in a European Monastery garden.
Garden Huckleberry (Solanum melanocerasum) - Large
purple berries, that are that cooked and sweetened, (do
not eat raw). Great in pies, huge yields of fruit all summer
long. Plant 14” apart. Strong tall plants do not have to be
staked. Grow plants like peppers. Great for anyone wanting
quick easy berries, and a huge yield. Originated in Africa.

Young Orion Fennel (Foeniculum vulgare)

Chichiquelite Huckleberry (Solanum nigrum) - Sweet
purple berries are great fresh or cooked. They are much
like Wonderberry but are larger in size wth heavier yields.
Very easy to grow; start seeds and grow like pepper
plants. 75 days to harvest, says seed packet; in our
AquaponiGardens, it took days 35 for small berries, and
45 days for very large ones. Add sugar to make jam or pie.

Herbs
Basil – Bushes must be harvested from regularly, or plant
goes to seed. Excellent for cut and regrow, up to three times.
Genovese Basil - This famous Italian heirloom is very popular
with many cooks. Bushes must be harvested from regularly,
or plant will go to seed. Excellent for cut and regrow.
Siam Queen Thai Basil - Very strong, clove-scented basil.
This heirloom is very popular in Thailand and is a very flavorful
specialty variety.

Fine Verde Basil - Very
small, fine leaves
on compact bushes.
Perfect rich, spicy basil
flavor that’s perfect
in Italian food. Our
absolute favorite basil
ever – no chopping
required when using it
to cook!

Lime Basil - A unique lime-flavored basil from Thailand.
Cinnamon Basil - Spicy flavor, tasty Mexican variety.
Licorice Basil - Has a strong licorice scent and flavor. Unique.
Dark Opal Basil
- A beautiful and
ornamental variety,
for garnishes and cut
flowers. Mostly deep
purple leaves, with
20% variegated or
green leaves makes
a great color combo.
Leaves average 1½3” at full size (1618” tall).
Lemon
Basil
Wonderful
lemon
fragrance & taste, a
real culinary delight.
Lettuce Leaf Basil
- Huge 3-5” leaves;
Japanese basil with
a great flavor.
Lettuce Leaf Basil grew brilliantly in
our aquaponics systems.

Chinese Chives Mix - (Allium tuberosum) Cold-tolerant
and great for greenhouse production, this chive mix has a
wonderful garlic flavor and is popular in Asian cuisine. Cut
and regrow, for months!
Thyme - French Summer (T. Vulgaris) a very aromatic
French variety; not winter hardy. Slow-growing, small
plant. Roots did not seem to do well in the water.
Yarrow - (Achillea millefolium) Beautiful when used as a
dried flower.Also popular as an herb, used for colds, fevers,
and for healing wounds.
German Chamomile - (Matricaria recutita) Beautiful
small flowers, makes a relaxing tea with a sweet fruity
fragrance, medicinal. Attractive plants; got very large in
the system, with lots of flowers. Harvest flowers daily.
Shungiku Edible Chrysanthemum - Delicious green
leaves are great in salads and stir-fries. The brilliant yellow
flowers are also tasty! A beautiful Oriental heirloom, very
colorful. Did exceptionally well!

Shisho or Perilla Purple Zi Su - A beautiful and delicious
plant that is very popular in Asia. The purple-red leaves are
used to color and flavor vinegar and to make a beautiful pink
rice. Great in salads; flavor is a mix of basil and mint.

Kales (Brassica oleracea)
In general, the plants grew very well, but cabbage moths
and the Chinese beetles loved every kale we’ve ever planted!
Get floating row covers to cover your AquaponiGarden or
use a screen house or a greenhouse. Harvest it very young,
pr simply consider planting kales as a “sacrifice” planting,
because in our experience, when kale is around, the bugs
don’t bother anything else!
Dwarf Siberian - This tasty
Russian variety produces
leaves that are only slightly
frilled and of top quality.
16” plants are very hardy
and productive.
Russian
Red
Ragged
Jack - Very tender and
mild, a pre-1885 heirloom
variety. Oak type leaves
have a red tinge, and stems
are a purplish-red. One of
our favorite kales. Great
flavor.
Blue Curled Scotch Compact plants yield tender,
blue-green, crinkled leaves
that are quite delicious,
very cold hardy, and rich in
Vitamin A.
A net pot planted completely with brassicas
(mostly kales), 10-15 seeds
per pot, for harvesting
baby plants for salad or
stir fry.

Five Color Silverbeet
from Baker Creek Seed
Company (which sells
only heirloom seeds), also
called Orange Fantasia.
These plants grew HUGE.
The largest I weighed (not
this one, it is still young)
was 6.83 pounds / 3 kg
with the stalks looking
tough and stringy. Even
though the plant was old,
when it was cooked, the
stalks were tasty, sweet,
and tender.

Chard (Beta vulgaris)
Five Color Silverbeet (Rainbow Chard) - A beautiful
chard, its colors are brilliant (pink, yellow, orange, red and
white). This chard from Australia is very mild, ornamental,
and tasty. Pretty enough to plant in the flower garden, so
delicious, one of our favorite greens! Grew brilliantly in our
systems. Sometimes sold as “Bright Lights”.
Orange Fantasia – beautiful, brilliant orange. Very tasty.
Grew beautifully in system.
Fordhook Giant (Beta vulgaris, cicla group) - The standard
green Swiss chard, with medium green and savoyed
(crinkled) leaves with white veins and broad, white stems.
Ruby Red or Rhubarb Chard (OG) (Beta vulgaris,
vulgaris group) - Candy-apple red stems with dark green,
red-veined leaves. Great as a true red color in salad mix.

Melons

Spinach - overall, didn’t thrive. Needs “drier feet” (roots).

We tried cantaloupe, honeydew, watermelon, and many other
special melons. We got only a few small melons before the
blossom end rot got them. The vines produced many flowers
from a very young age, and began to form fruit, which we
believe was mostly destroyed when the vines got blossom
end rot. We got perhaps one melon for every twenty flowers
- though that one melon was a really tasty, flavorful, and
sweet melon! We need to find a suitable, safe, and organic
application to remedy this, because the all the varieties of
melon vines themselves looked
GREAT!

We tried Bloomsdale Long Standing Spinach (Spinacia
oleracea), a true spinach, and New Zealand Spinach,
(Tetragonia tetregonioides). Neither did well in our systems.

Snow Peas (Pisum sativum)
Sugar Snap - This is the
wonderfully sweet, edible-pod
pea that you’ve seen selling for
$10.00 per pound in gourmet
grocery stores. The delicious,
tender pods are great raw (most
got eaten before we ever leave
the garden), stir-fried, or in
salads. They also freeze very
well. Plants did exceptionally
well, with pounds and pounds of
peas per plant.
Oregon Sugar Pod II - Large,
thick, 4-5” pods are superbly
tender and delicious. This is
my favorite snow pea. Bush
plants are high yielding and
stay compact. Developed by Dr.
James Baggett, of Oregon State
University. Plants did very well,
with pounds and pounds of peas
per plant.
Sugar Snap Peas in our aquaponics systems thrived. Peas need
to be picked daily, so they keep on producing. Like beans, if the
pea pods dry on the vine, the plant stops producing and dies.

Red Malabar Spinach - This beautiful plant is not a
true spinach but a different species (Basella rubra). This
heat-loving Asian vine has lovely red stems and delicious,
succulent leaves that are great in salads and stir-fries. A
delicious green that can be grown as an annual in many
areas or as a perennial in sub-tropical areas.

Summer Squash (Cucurbita sp.)
White Scallop (Cucurbita pepo) - A very ancient
native American heirloom squash, grown by the
Northern Indians for hundreds of years, first
described by Europeans in 1591 AD, and one of
the best tasting and yielding varieties still around
today! Great fried and baked. Flat fruit with
scalloped edges, beautiful! Plant at edge of raft,
grow over edge.

Winter Squash (Cucurbita sp.)
Red Kuri (Hokkaido) - (Cucurbita maxima)
A red-orange Japanese winter squash, fruit are
5-10 pounds and teardrop-shaped. The golden
flesh is smooth, sweet and rich, a great yielding
and keeping variety. Grew very well, vines got
huge; many fruit. Plant at edge of raft, allow it to
grow over edge.
Shishigatani or Toonas Makino - (C. moschata)
The unique Japanese pumpkin that was developed
in the Bunka era of the Edo period (1804-1818).
The fruit are uniquely shaped, like a bottle gourd
and are ribbed and very warty. They are dark green,
turning to tan at full maturity. The fine-grained
flesh has a delicious nutty flavor. Traditionally
believed to prevent people from getting paralysis if eaten
in the hottest part of summer. Shishigatani pumpkin is a
famous vegetable in Kyoto cuisine. Very rare and historical.

Long of Naples (C. moschata) - Large, oblong-butternut
shaped fruit can weigh 20-35 lbs. The flesh is bright orange;
flavor is superbly rich and very sweet. The skin is deep
green, turning tan in storage. These are attractive squash
and great for areas with warm, long seasons. A good heirloom for home or market growers. A beautiful very old Italian heirloom that was listed in America by Fearing Burr in
1863; very rare in the USA.
Pennsylvania Dutch Crookneck (C. moschata) - A popular 19th century Pennsylvania variety that is still grown in
many Amish communities. Sometimes called “Neck Pumpkin” because of its long, flesh-filled neck. It kind of resembles a giant butternut squash with a very long neck; they
can reach 20 pounds in size! The flesh is superb, being
deep orange and richly flavored, making it so popular with
Amish wives for making their delectable pumpkin pies, butters and other desserts. A favorite of ours; lasts months on
the shelf.
Honey Boat Delicata (C. pepo) - One of the sweetest
squash varieties in existence. Oblong, Delicata shaped
squash have tan skin with green stripes. Excellent quality.
Developed by Dr. James Bagget, Oregon State University.
Black Futsu (C. moschata) - Rare, black Japanese squash;
the fruit is flattened, round and has heavy ribbing. Very
unique and beautiful. The black fruit will turn a rich chestnut color in storage. Flesh is golden color and has the rich
taste of hazelnuts. Fruits are 3-8 pounds each, and vines
give huge yields, with good insect resistance. Grew wonderfully here. Very popular in Europe.
Sucrine Du Berry Squash (C. moschata) - A famous, old,
traditional variety from the heart of France. It has a sweet,
musky fragrance and a delicious, sweet flesh that is used in
jams, soups, and many French recipes. Small 3-5 lb. fruit
are perfect for roasting and have deep orange flesh.
Jumbo Pink Banana (C. maxima) - Large, pink, bananashaped fruit that can weigh 10-40 lbs. This variety is over
100 years old. Fine flavored, dry, sweet, orange flesh that
is superbly fine tasting. Popular on the West Coast. Large
yields off of huge vines.

Jack, left, with a Long of Naples squash; Rose in the center, with
Pennsylvania Dutch Crookneck; Lucky, on the right, with a Black Futsu.

Celery (Apium graveolens)
Celery grows slowly from seed, but puts off a lot of “pups”,
or new starts. These pups will save you a lot of time if you
plant them instead of seeds. Just break off whatever pups
you want to plant, and put them in coir and vermiculite, in
a net pot. Keep in your sprouting table, or plant directly into
your AquaponiGarden.
Conquistador - Tall, dark stalks. Conquistador is an early, widely-adapted celery that produces full, upright heads
packed with crisp, flavorful stalks. Performs well in hot conditions.
Tango (OG) - Vigorous organic celery, similar to Conquistador, but the flavor is better and the stalks are more tender
and less fibrous. The plant is also a few inches taller. Tango
performs well under less-than-ideal growing conditions such
as heat stress, which often causes celery to bolt. Our favorite
celery, by far.

Oriental Stir Fry Greens

From Johnny’s Selected Seeds:

There were a number of different kinds of heartier greens
that grew amazingly well in the system. All these can be
eaten either raw or cooked, and the entire plant is edible, up
to and including when the plant is bolting! (Usually the plant
becomes too bitter to enjoy once the process of going to
seed has begun.) Probably the very best overall category of
food to grow in Aquaponics; everything I have tried thrived!

NOTE: Johnny’s is NOT owned by Monsanto, as has
been rumored. Johnny’s Selected Seeds provides quality
vegetable, herb and flower seeds and flower bulbs--as well
as a full line of gardening/small-grower accessories--to
home garden and commercial growers.

From Baker Creek Heirloom Seeds:
Shiso (Perilla frutescens) Spicy Oriental favorite. Distinct
cinnamon/clove flavor and aroma, with the spiciness of
cumin. Used in oriental cooking, sushi and
salad mix. Red Shiso colors radish pickles and
“umeboshi” plums. Choose from red- or greenleaved varieties.

An independent company since 1973, and over the past
few years it has become employee-owned, Johnny’s
provides superior products, technical information, and
customer service. All of Johnny’s seeds and accessories are
thoroughly tested at their 40-acre certified organic farm in
Maine, and are backed by a 100% satisfaction guarantee.

Chinese Pak Choy and Extra Dwarf Pak
Choy: (Brassica rapa - Chinensis group) - Grew
beautifully, great in stir fries!
Pac Choi (Bok Choy) - Flat, pale, misty green
stems form a thick, heavy base with broad,
oval, rich green leaves. The compact, vaseshaped plant at full growth is about 8-10” tall,
but perfectly formed at “baby” size when young.
Shungiku
Edible
Chrysanthemum
(Chrysanthemum coronarium) - Special aromatic
greens. Cut greens when about 4-8” tall for a
flavorful addition to salads, vegetables, pickles,
and sushi. Plant more thickly than other greens.
Small orange and yellow chrysanthemum flowers
appear later on unharvested plants. This is the
preferred “fine” or “small” leaf strain.
Hong Vit (Raphanus sativus) - Pink-stemmed
leaf radish. Fast growing, erect plants produce
attractively lobed, essentially hairless leaves
with pink stems. Mild radish flavor. Harvest
from micro to mini to full-size bunched for a
nice addition to soups, salads, or stir-fries.

Lucky and a gorgeous tatsoi.

Their customer service is impeccable.
Shipment is rapid, staff is knowledgeable.
Your phone call to them will initially be
answered by an automated attendant,
however, it’s very easy to reach a real
person. Johnny’s a member of the Safe
Seed Initiative (who we all need to join
forces with, to protect our seeds). I am
inspired by Johnny’s Mission Statement
(emphasis is mine): “To provide
superior product, research, technical
information, and service to critical
home gardeners, and specialty and
small commercial growers.” Note the
phrase ”critical home gardeners”. We
believe that this is you.
Tatsoi (Brassica rapa - Narinosa group)
- Standard salad mix
and stir fry
ingredient. The leaves form a compact,
thick rosette, with a very long harvest
period. Tatsoi has a mild taste in salads,
and stir-fries, tasting more like whatever
it’s cooked with. Thin to 6-8” apart for
full-sized rosettes. Unique and easy to
grow. NOTE: Suitable for late spring
through autumn sowing. Spring sowings
should be made after last frost date to
eliminate risk of premature bolting.

Chinese Leeks/Garlic Chives (Allium tuberosum) - Thin,
flat leaves with delicate garlic flavor. Attractive white flowers
in midsummer. Flowers are edible and make a great addition
to bouquets. The budded flower stalks are sold as “Gow
Choy” in Chinese grocery stores. Cut and regrow, for months
and months!
Staro Chinese Chives (Allium schoenoprasum) - Heaviest
leaf for processing and freezing. Organic seeds. Cut and
regrow, for months and months.
Hon Tsai Tai (Brassica rapa) - Purple flower stems and
buds. A Chinese specialty. The young plants soon branch and
produce quantities of long, pencil-thin, red-purple, budded
flower stems. Pleasing, mild mustard taste for use raw in
salads or lightly cooked in stir-fries or soups. For multiple
harvesting of tender stems and leaves. Can be spring sown,
but yields best when sown June through October for harvest
from midsummer through winter (in mild areas).

Kyona Mizuna (Brassica rapa - Japonica
group), with red and
green mustards. in a
spicy micro mix from
Johnny’s, planted in
a very dense 20-30
seeds per pot.

Purple Mizuna (Brassica rapa - Japonica group) - Distinctive
purple-tinged, sharply serrated leaves. Leaves are mostly
green with purple margins at baby stage, while mature
plants are purple tinged all over. More delicate appearance
than Kyona Mizuna. Plants are very slow to bolt.
Kyona Mizuna (Brassica rapa (Japonica group) - Essential
salad mix ingredient. Unique mustard green of Japanese
origin, producing rosettes of dozens of pencil-thin, white
stalks and deeply cut, fringed leaves. Mild flavor. Cut 2”-3”
above net pot and let “come again” (regrow).
Early Mizuna (Brassica rapa - Japonica group) - Similar to
Kyona with narrower leaves. Cut stems 2”-3” above net pot
and let come again.
Vitamin Green (Brassica rapa - Narinosa group) - Excellent
in salads. An entirely different and delicious leafy green
brassica crop. Sow thickly in net pot for baby leaf harvest,
10-12 seeds per net pot. Mature leaves are huge, averaging
12” x 4”, are smooth and brilliantly deep green. The plants
are slow-bolting and will grow for a second harvest. The
tender leaves are flavorful, but not at all mustardy. Tolerant
to both cold and heat, slow bolting.

Bolting is a term you will often read in the descriptions in
seed catalogs (“slow bolting”, is what they’ll say, which is actu- ally a good thing). This refers to the plant beginning to flower and
begin seed production before it normally would. Temperature, day
length, nutrient availability, disease, or insect attack are all things
that can stress a plant, and plants under stress respond by bolting so
that they can produce seeds before they die. Some plants are more
prone to bolting, such as lettuce, brassicas (kale, choy, cabbage, broccoli, celery, onions). Look for “slow bolting” or “heat tolerant” to
help choose your cultivars (varieties) of these plants, especially if you
live in an area where it gets very hot. This also means that this cultivar will last longer in your fridge once harvested.

Asian Greens F1 Hybrids
The following section is about seeds that we tried that were
F1 Hybrids, which Baker Creek Seed Co. (http://www.rareseeds.com) does not sell. These are NOT the seeds we
recommend using over the long term, as the seeds do not
breed true after the first generation. They are excellent for
commercial production, which is why we tried them. However, F1 Hybrids are not useful for seed saving, which we
highly recommend. We wanted to see if there was any significant advantage to using F1 Hybrids, which are far more
expensive seeds to purchase (so the seed companies can
make their money back on the research they did in developing the F1 Hybrid). We did not find them to be noticeably
superior in any way that justified the extra expense and
the inability to save the seeds. These F1 Hybrids all came
from Johnny’s Seeds. All things considered, we recommend heirloom seeds, which Johnny’s also sells, or
from Baker Creek Seed Co., over these F1 hybrids.

Happy Rich (F1) (Brassica oleracea) - Uniform, vigorous,
dark green plants are topped with jumbo-size florets that
resemble mini heads of broccoli.
Green Lance (F1) (Brassica oleracea) - Glossy leaves and
crisp, thick stems. This uniform, budding-type Chinese kale
(also called gai lohn and pak kah nah) is great in stir-fries or
cooked like broccoli. Harvest the stalks when 8” tall and 2-3
flower buds are open. After the main stem is cut, the plant
will send up many branches for subsequent harvests. More
vigorous and adaptable than non-hybrid varieties.

Summer Jean (F1) (Brassica rapa) - Tender, budded
stems. Dark green leaves with small, edible buds. Similar
to Hon Tsai Tai, but with thicker stems. Stems regrow for
cut and come again harvest. Best suited to summer and
fall planting; spring plantings may bolt.
Joi Choi (F1) (Brassica rapa - Chinensis group) - Heavy,
vigorous white-stemed Bok Choy. It forms a 12-15” tall,
broad, heavy bunch with dark green leaves and thick,
flattened white petioles. Joi Choi is very heavier and slower
to bolt. Tolerant to heat and cold. Space 10-12” apart.
Red Choi (F1) (Brassica rapa) - Bok Choy with a touch of
red. Excellent in micro mix, baby leaf, and full size. Red
Choi changes from dark green leaves with maroon veins
at micro size to dark maroon leaves with green undersides
and thin green petioles at full size (8-10”).
Black Summer (F1) (Brassica rapa) - Beautiful, dark
green Bok Choy. Broad, flat, light green petioles are topped
with oval dark green leaves. Forms a perfect thick vase
shape even when small. Slightly smaller in size (10-12”)
and a complement to the white-stemmed Joi Choi. Very
slow bolting, and a beautiful plant.

Joi Choy grew amazingly big and fast. We consider all the varieties of bak
choy to be some of the very best plants you can grow – you can eat all of
it, it’s tasty and easy to prepare, and it grows like wildfire in an Aquaponics system! In the very background (very top plants) are four nasturtiums,
another great plant in aquaponics.

Komatsuna “Summer Fest” (F1) (Brassica rapa - Perviridis
group) Mild, tender Japanese greens for salad and stir fry
(braising) mixes. Uniform, upright plants with slender, fleshy,
rounded green stems and dark green, rounded leaves. Good
heat tolerance and disease resistance.
Red Komatsuna (F1) (Brassica rapa) Dark maroon leaves
with bright green undersides. Beautiful addition to salads
or baby salad mix. Upright plants with rounded leaves and
green stems. Color will be darker when
sown in summer and harvested in fall.
Seeds in the section following all
came from Baker Creek, and are
non-hybrid heirloom seeds. They
represent some of the things grew
well that we found somewhat
surprising.
Turnips

Beets
Golden Beet (Beta vulgaris) - This variety dates back to
the 1820’s or before. The beets are a rich, golden-yellow
and very sweet. A beautiful beet that won’t bleed like red
beets. The greens are also very tasty. A favorite of many.
Touchstone Gold (Beta vulgaris) - Smooth, round roots
with good internal color. Touchstone Gold has green petioles and leaves, and retains its golden
color when cooked. Very good germination and excellent, sweet flavor.
Compared to Golden Beet, Touchstone
Gold has better germination, more
uniformly round roots, and much
smoother shoulders. Organic seeds.
Merlin (Beta vulgaris) (F1) - Smooth,
round roots with high sugar content.
Uniform roots with exceptional flavor.

Purple Top White Globe (Brassica
rapa) - The traditional American turnip.
Selected strain of this traditional,
Southern U.S. variety. Smooth, round
roots that the seed packet said would
average 3-4” in diameter, also said
that the turnips would be white below
the soil line and bright purple above it;
ours were purple all over, with average
size being 6”. Large, tasty greens. (See
photo at right).

Chioggia Beet (Beta vulgaris, Crassa
group) - Pre-1840 Italian heirloom
beet, this variety arrived in the USA
prior to 1865. They have light red skin
and beautiful rings inside, like red and
white candy stripes. The flesh is very
tender, mild and sweet. Named after
a fishing town in Italy; one of our favorites.

Snowball Turnip (Brassica rapa)
Fine white roots with a mild flavor.
Turnips grew on top of the rafts, and
were very sweet with very smooth
consistency.

Purple and White (Brassica oleracea
- gongyloides group) - Tender and
fast-maturing, even our kids loved
this sweet root vegetable that grew
on top of the rafts! Easily grown for
its crisp apple-like white flesh. For
salads, “kohlrabi slaw,” snacking, and
light cooking. Sweeter than turnips.

Kohlrabi

Jack and a 2.87 pound turnip that grew HUGE in our system! The black 2” net pot is just visible to the right of his
fingers, with the roots extending down parallel to his arm. This turnip was sweet and tasty, and the kids loved it!

Beet growing on top of the raft. Instead of coir and vermiculite, media
used here is called “Hydroton,” a reusable expanded clay product.

Radishes (Raphanus sativus) - Johnny’s Seeds
We tried a number of different radishes (which are very
closely related to turnips, and can be used in the same way).
We found that the best cultivars are the ones that grow in
a long cylinder, rather than the short, round types, which
have a tendency to grow too fat in the net pots, and become
difficult to remove. Radishes can be planted very closely together, and are ready to harvest in 30 days!
Shunkyo Semi-Long - A distinctive specialty radish from
North China. Seed packet says they average 4-5” long, ours
were 8-10” long, rather smooth, cylindrical, deep pink roots
with crisp, white flesh. The taste is both hot and unusually
sweet. Edible, smooth, strap leaf foliage with rhubarb-pink
stems. Slow bolting, and can be sown throughout the year.
D’Avignon - A traditional variety from Southern France.
Seed packet said 3-4” long, ours were 6-8” long (see photos
on right), slender, ½ to ¾ red, with a white tip, tapered to a
point. The whole plant is edible.

Photos show a D’Avignon radish
from raft to bowl, over about a
20 minute period - FRESH food!
Radishes can be used just like
turnips, with the entire plant being edible. Here the whole radish (with leaves) was chopped,
pan sauted with butter, and our
lima beans. Yummy!

Bulbing Onions (Allium cepa) - Baker Creek
Depending upon your latitude, you will either need to get
onions that are listed as “short-day” or “long-day” onions.
This refers to how long your days throughout the year. Here
in Hawaii, I plant short-day onions (because all year, our day
length is about 12 hours) that have grown beautifully. Bulbs
form on top of the rafts, and are perfectly clean!
Northern gardeners should plant long-day onions. In the
North, daylight length varies greatly as you get farther and
father away from the equator. Winter days are very short, but
summer days are long. Long-day onions will have a chance
to produce lots of top growth (hence producing bigger bulbs)
before the days begin to shorten, which triggers bulbing. If
short-day onions were grown in the North, the onions would
bulb up too early and they would be small by comparison.
Southern gardeners should plant short-day onions. In the
South, there is much less variation in day length between
seasons than up North. If long-day onions were planted in
the South, they may not experience enough day length to
trigger the bulbing process.
Desert Sunrise (F1) - Very attractive, intense red skin.
This over-wintering onion produces
good yields of large, flattened
globes. The flesh is crisp, sweet,
and mild. Adaptation: 30°-36°
latitude.
Candy (F1) - Widely adapted,
mid-day, slightly flattened yellow
onion has potential for large
size, especially when sown for
overwintering in its optimum 33°40° latitude range. Think of it as
a Walla Walla type for growing
farther south. Did well, in Hawaii
(we’re at 19° latitude), very sweet.
Here they’re called “Maui Onions.”
Desert Sunrise Short Day Onion.

Bianca Di Maggio - Medium-sized, flat white onions.
Avg. 2-3” diameter x 1 1/2”
depth. Market these little
white “cipollini” onions young
with green tops, or mature,
dried in braids, baskets, or
bags. Mild flavor. Limited
storage. August through October where winter is moderate. Latitude ~35°-55°.

Green Onions (Allium
fistulosum)
-Johnny’s Seeds
Nabechan (F1) - Better flavor than other bunching onions, with a sweeter, more
complex flavor. Upright plants
with uniform, thick shafts
and no bulbing. Nabechan is
a traditional Japanese variety
grown for its high quality.
White Spear - Heat-resistant, large bunching onions. Tall,
upright, blue-green leaves. Thick, cylindrical, white stems;
leaves resist breaking.
Parade - Organic bunching onion. Parade has bright white
stalks with no bulbing, and dark green, erect foliage. Very
uniform, upright growth makes for easy harvest and cleaning. Organically grown.
Red Welsh Bunching Onion - Super-hardy bunching onion that originated in northern China. Thick stems and hollow leaves which possess a sharp onion flavor. This perennial never forms a bulb in the garden; once established,
new plants can be raised by replanting the abundant sideshoots. May be blanched like leeks by earthing up the thick
stems as the plants grow. Widely used in Japan, Taiwan,
China. Easy to grow, productive. (Baker Creek).

Peppers (Capsicum annuum)

Here is a raft full of green onions that we ate from for over six
months! Like leeks, green onions are perfect for “cut and re-grow”.

Leeks (Allium ampeloprasum)
Bulgarian Giant - A long thin, fast-growing leek of the
best quality, light green leaves. Fine autumn variety that
is popular in Europe. Use standard two-inch pots, cut and
re-grow many times. I have not found an upper limit on
the number of cuts/re-grows.
Giant Musselburgh Leek - An heirloom that was
introduced in 1834, in Scotland. Large, very thick stems,
tasty, mild flavor. Grows well in most locations, perfect for
stir fry, this old favorite has huge size, and is very winter
hardy. 90 days in aquaponics instead of 180, as the seed
packet said. Use two-inch pots, cut and re-grow many
times. I have not found an upper limit on the number of
cuts/re-grows.
Bleu De Solaise Leek - A 19th century French leek with
deep blue-green leaves that have a violet cast in cool
weather. In cool weather, they excel, being very cold-hardy.
This good-sized variety is finely flavored and a favorite of
European gourmet gardeners and chefs, but is relatively
unknown in the United States.

Peppers all grew very well in our original systems, which
had more fish than we recommend in these small AquaponiGardens. In our first planting (2008), plants were thriving, producing loads of peppers, and then suddenly the entire plant wilted and shortly thereafter fell over with stem
rotted in the center. This has not happened in subsequent
plantings, so we may have had aplant disease called Fusarium oxysporum, which causes stem rot at the soil line in
plants in the ground. Plants produced dozens (and in some
cases hundreds) of peppers until this happened. In our subsequent trials, the plants have done better in the warmer
greenhouse environment. Peppers want hot days AND hot
nights to do well, and here in Hawaii, we have cool nights.
Also, peppers, like other fruiting plants, seem to do better
with a higher fish stocking density, for more nutrients in the
water, or a “high density system”.
Start the pepper seeds indoors at least six to eight weeks
before temperatures for your location stays above 50°F at
night on a regular basis. Pepper plants grow well in containers or in the ground, when watered with aquaponic system
water. Seeds listed below were from Baker Creek.
Golden Cal Wonder - Colorful golden bells that are very
sweet and tasty. Gold peppers are superb for fresh eating,
great for kitchen or market gardens.
Corno di Toro Giallo - The traditional favorite in Italy.
Long 8” tapered, bull-horn shaped golden-yellow peppers
are sweet and spicy. They are great fresh or roasted. Large
plants yield well. Among the best peppers you can grow
and so delicious. Pure Italian seed.
Thai Long Sweet - Light-green fruit are about 6” long,
with a tapered and pointed frying pepper shape. Great for
grilling or frying, this pepper is very popular in Thailand. A
rare and delicious variety.
Red Cheese Pepper - Candy-sweet, round, flat, 3”, pimento-type peppers that have thick, red flesh, great for
stuffing or fresh eating. Very productive plants that can
used to color cheese.

Purple Beauty - Purple peppers are always a favorite, as
they are so colorful. This variety produces loads of beautiful
bells on small, bushy plants. Crisp texture and sweet flavor.
Sweet Chocolate - Great flavor, rich, chocolate-brown pepper. The flesh is cola-red color; very sweet and delicious. The
semi-bell shaped fruit ripens very early. Great in salads.
Hot Paper Lantern (Capsicum chinense) - Earlier, larger,
and more productive than regular habaneros. Magnificent,
elongated and wrinkled, lantern-shaped fruits, 3-4” long.
Red Bhut Jolokia Ghost Pepper Capsicum chinense/
Capsicum frutescens), also commonly known as the
“Thai Ghost Pepper”, and according to the Scoville Scale
(which measures the actual heat of the oil of all hot peppers), it’s one of the hottest peppers in the world. Grew very
well for two years in a system stocked with a lot of fish (more
than we recommend in this manual).

Take care while handling hot pepper seeds. The
seeds themselves are very potent even after the drying
process! Remember to wear gloves while touching or handling
hot pepper’s seeds and fruit, and remember to wash your hands
with an acid product such as vinegar, lime, or lemon juice. If not
properly handled, contact will temporarily damage skin tissue. If
you share your hot peppers or their seeds with others, let them
know to use with caution.

To the left is a photo of Jack, at age 11. These Red Bhut
Jolokia Ghost Pepper plants were taller than he was!
Above is a close up of a stem almost as thick as my wrist.

Tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum)
In 2008, nine varieties of hot peppers and thirteen kinds of
tomatoes were planted, but records have not been located.
Please keep better records that we did! The information that
follows is from subsequent planting trials.
Overall, tomatoes do very well in our summer, and give
us a burst of fruit, but then began to die off. This can be
compensated for by planting tomato seeds every two or three
weeks, in order to always have a seedling or two available
for your AquaponiGarden.
Over all our trials, we only found three tomato varieties
that did not have major pest problems, and they were all
volunteers, so we’re not completely sure what they were.
Tomatoes need a greenhouse, or you need to find pestrepelling varieties. Plant where they can grow up a trellis if
using indeterminate plants, and tie them up with soft green
plant tape, available at garden centers or online.
Our next tests will be raising tomatoes using a “Dutch bucket”
system, using a bucket or half-barrel filled with good compost
material and soil, then watered with aquaponics water. This
will allow us to combat pests using organic pest control
solutions, such as neem, insecticidal soaps, stylet oil, and/or
hot pepper wax, which can not be used with the tomatoes
planted in our aquaponics system. (See Chapter Nineteen for
more information on the differences between “Organic Pest
Control Solutions” and “Aquaponics Pest Control Solutions”. )

Soft green plant tape,
used to tie up a tomato
plant. Indeterminate
tomatoes don’t actually
climb, but they do lean,
and need to be staked
up. This soft tape secures
the plant, but does not
hurt the stem.

All heirloom varieties below are from Johnny’s Seeds, and
all are indeterminate (do not form a bush) vines.
Black Prince (OG) - Mahogany brown with good flavor.
Unusual brown shoulders become orange-red at the blossom end. Color is deeper and more pronounced in sunnier
locations. Distinctive, rich, fruity tomato flavor. Relatively
smooth, 3-5 oz., 3” globes show less cracking than typically seen in most heirlooms.
Nepal (OG) - Smooth and flavorful in late season. 1012 oz., medium-large, globe-shaped, bright red fruits are
rather soft but meaty with excellent flavor. Plenty of oldfashioned tomato flavor.
Brandywine (OG) - One of the best-tasting tomatoes. We
describe Brandywine’s luscious flavor as “very rich, loud,
and distinctively spicy.” The large fruits, often over 1 lb.,
have a deep pink skin and smooth red flesh. The mediumtall, potato-leaf plant is best staked or caged. Johnny’s
Seeds “Quisenberry” strain is considered among the best.

A volunteer is a plant that comes up in a place you did not
intentionally plant it, most likely seed from a plant that you
planted previously, that went to seed. Volunteers are often more
hardy, pest-resistant, and productive than the ones you planted! After all, these are from plants that already succeeded in your location,
and in addition, now they’ve gotten to choose their spot! We’ve had
very good luck harvesting seeds from some of these second generation volunteer tomatoes, even if they sprouted in the ground. I just
let them grow in the ground, harvest tomatoes from them as long
as they’re bearing, and save some of the seeds to replant. Not only
tomatoes, but garlic, as well as many flowers are self-seeding, and
will come up as volunteers in your garden.

Great White (OG) - Big yellow-white fruit with mild flavor. There are a number of heirloom “white” (they’re actually
very yellow) tomatoes, and Great White is the best. The fruit
is meaty with few seeds, a mild non-acid flavor, and creamy
texture. The medium-tall plants are less viney and mature
earlier than other “whites”.
Black Krim (OG) - Russian heirloom. Black Krim combines
bold, smoky flavor and good texture with an unusual
appearance. Deep brown/red, 8-16 oz. tomatoes have
brown/green shoulders that get darker with more heat and
sunlight. High yielding.
Striped German (OG) - One of our favorites! Bicolor red
and yellow fruit. The flat, medium to large, variably ribbedshoulder tomatoes are shaded yellow and red. The marbled
interior looks beautiful sliced. Complex, fruity flavor and
smooth texture. Medium-tall vines bear 12+ oz. fruit.

Pruden’s Purple, not quite ripe. Note the plant tape lower left.
Pruden’s Purple (OG) - Early Brandywine type. Large to
very large (many over one pound in wight) fruits are flattened and smooth (except for shoulder ribbing on some),
and resistant to cracking. Vivid dark pink skin with crimson
flesh. Medium tall, potato-leaf plants. Indeterminate.
Yellow Pear - Petite, distinctive salad tomato. Tall, vigorous vines bear quantities of small, ¾-1 oz., lemon yellow,
pear-shaped fruits. Mild flavor. Indeterminate.
This gorgeous Striped German tasted better than any other tomato
we’ve ever tasted. Aquaponics tomatos are NOT like hydroponic tomatoes - all looks but no taste. AquaponiGarden tomatoes are full of flavor!

Yellow Brandywine (OG) - An orange version of Brandywine, with rich flavor. This variety can be finicky to grow,
and it didn’t thrive for us.

Cherokee Purple (OG) - Unusual variety with full flavor.
Medium-large, flattened globe fruits. Color is dark pink with
dark shoulders. Interior ranges from purple to brown to
green. Relatively short vines. Indeterminate.
Valencia (OG) - Round, smooth fruits average 8-10 oz. Their
meaty interiors have few seeds. This mid-season tomato is
among the best for flavor and texture.
Cherokee Green (OG) - Unique color, great flavor. Mediumsized, 8+ oz., green fruits acquire some yellowish-orange
color on the blossom end when ripe. Lots of bold, acidic,
complex tomato flavor.
Rose (OG) - Rivals Brandywine for taste. Deep pink and
smoother than Brandywine, Rose is every bit as meaty and
flavorful. Fruits are large, with good yields. We had to try
this cultivar, because our youngest daughter’s name is Rose!
From Baker Creek (http://www.rareseeds.com)
Pineapple Tomato - Very large, up to two pounds each. The
yellow fruit has red marbling through the flesh and is one of
the most beautiful tomatoes we’ve ever grown. The flavor is
very sweet and fruity; good yields! My favorite tomato!
Hawaiian Pineapple - This variety produces one-pound fruit
with yellow-and-red mottled flesh. Flavor is excellent: sweet,
fruity and somewhat pineapple-like in taste. Productive and
beautiful. Another favorite.
Dr. Wyche’s Yellow Tomato - This heirloom was introduced
to Seed Savers Exchange by the late Dr. John Wyche, who
at one time owned the Cole Brothers Circus and used the
manure of elephants to fertilize his heritage gardens. The one
pound fruit is solid and smooth, and is a glowing tangerineorange that always stands out in the kitchen or on the vine.
Smooth texture and tropical, sweet taste, with heavy yields.
Green Zebra Tomato - Beautiful chartreuse with deep limegreen stripes. Flesh is bright green and very rich tasting, Here in Hawaii, this would be called “plenty tomatoes!” This photo is of
sweet with a sharp bite to it (just too good to describe!). A
our planting trails of heirloom tomatoes in the summer of 2011.
favorite tomato of many high class chefs. Yield is excellent.
Visible are Pineapple, Hawaiian Pineapple, and Rose.
Fruit are ~3 ounces, with Green Bay Packers team colors. =)
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How To Win The War On Bugs
In This Chapter
•
•
•
•

Learning To Identify Pests
What They Eat
How To Keep Them Off Your Plants
How To Kill Them Safely In Your AquaponiGarden

You Like Eating What You Grow, And Bugs (And Other Critters) Do Too!
One of the greatest things as well as some of the biggest challenges with any kind of gardening is that you are producing food. As a result, your AquaponiGarden is a sitting duck for all the hungry eaters out there that don’t know how to
produce their own food, but certainly know a good deal when they see it. These are all the myriad species of insects that
think your AquaponiGarden was made just for them.
If your garden is always indoors, you should have minimal problems with pest insects eating your plants; this is because
inside your house is not their natural habitat. Some bugs may get brought in with cuttings, or may fly or crawl in if you
have your garden near a window with no screen on it, but this will still be minimal, and you may be able to get rid of them
simply by picking them off. You will probably never need the other pest control methods in this chapter, unless you run
into some really hungry, really committed bugs who follow you inside somehow.
If you’re outdoors, in addition to bugs, you may also have birds, mice, rats, squirrels, rabbits, or deer trying to eat your
plants. Setting traps or getting a cat are simple ways to control rats and mice. Deer and rabbits require fences. For birds,
string up some “orchard netting”, available at greenhouse supply houses. Squirrels are a challenge, and you’ll probably
need a shelter of some kind. You’ve got to outsmart them, and the pests are not at all lacking in intelligence!
This chapter is for you who have their AquaponiGardens outdoors, or who move them outdoors in the warmer months
of the year. However, even indoors you need to keep a sharp eye on your plants, as bugs just might find them anyway!

The “Golden Period” Before The Bugs Find You be safely used with our fish. So, in early 2008, we began
When we first started our aquaponics system, we were
utterly amazed by the fact there were simply no bugs! We
had always heard how hard it was for organic farmers to
fight pests, and were excited to find out that it was easier
than we thought. In fact, we went so far as to mention this
to a good friend, Donna Mitts, who had been an organic
gardener her whole life, and even teaches it at a local school.
She threw her head back and laughed out loud, then said,
“Your farm is so new that they just haven’t found you yet!”
Did she ever turn out to be right!
Here in Hawaii we joke about something called the “coconut
wireless”, which refers to how quickly news spreads here
in the Islands. Turns out the pests have their own coconut
wireless, because first just a few showed up, and they sent
out the word to all their friends and family. About a week
later, all of a sudden we were absolutely overrun with bugs,
thousands and thousands, and we had no clue what to do.
The thousands of aphids we could easily identify, and
hundreds of caterpillars, but we had no idea where they
had all appeared. And we did not even know what a lot of
the bugs were! There were some insects we had never seen
before, so we called Donna again, and she came over to
check out our new bug zoo.

our research, and decided to start by learning to understand
insects better.
What ARE Insects, Exactly?
Insects have lived on the planet Earth for about 350 million
years, and have adapted to live just about everywhere,
from the very hot to the ultra-cold. Insects have also
found ways to turn just about everything into their home,
including plants, animals, other insects, soil, water, snow,
deserts, buildings, stored products, and people, and they’ve
been just as creative in turning almost everything into food.
And believe me, if we consider something edible, there are
insects who do as well! Most insects are not pests, and are
completely harmless, but some are a real problem when
trying to grow food, as we were just beginning to find out.
Characteristics of Insects

Insects are invertebrates, which means they have no
backbone or internal skeleton, but they do have an
exoskeleton (outer skeleton), in the form of an outer hard
shell. Their bodies are segmented with three major body
regions: the head, thorax, and abdomen. Adults have two
antennae, two compound eyes, six legs, and - if they have
We remember seeing what we thought were cute little light wings - they’ll have either two or four wings. They come
green butterflies flying happily around our plants, landing in a huge variety of shapes, sizes, and functions. Insects
gently on the leaves now and again. We learned from Donna are cold-blooded (sort of - in insects, it’s not really blood);
that these pretty flying insects were in fact cabbage moths, unlike mammals, which we are. Their body temperature
and every time they landed, they were laying their eggs. closely follows the temperature of their environment.
Aha! That’s where all the caterpillars had come from!
Insects are different from mites, ticks, and spiders, all of
Donna also identified solanaceous leafhoppers that were which have only two major body sections, and four pairs
rapidly sucking the life out of our tomatoes, coating every of legs, and do not have antennae or compound eyes.
stem, that looked just like rose thorns. She showed us leaf Centipedes (ouch!) are also different than insects, with one
miners, which were leaving little trails through the leaf. She pair of legs on each body segment, and millipedes have two
pointed out tiny little white flies that were leaving behind a pairs of legs on each body segment. Sow bugs are actually
crustaceans, like crabs, shrimp, and lobster (yum!), and
terrible, sticky mess.
usually have seven pairs of legs...perhaps we should try
She told us about some organic solutions she used, but sowbugs cooked with butter and garlic. If we got enough of
had no clue whether or not most of those solutions could them, that just might be a tasty dish!

Insect Development

Pest Insects And Their Relationships To Plants

All insects develop from eggs. Most hatch after the egg is
laid, but some, like the aphids, hatch within the female,
and live young are produced. Aphids are almost always
female, and are effectively hatched already gravid
(pregnant), and each one begins hatching tiny aphids
very shortly after her own hatching, which is why they
can multiply and take over so quickly in your aquaponics
system – their population grows exponentially! There are
three basic kinds of insect development from the egg to
the mature adult insect:

If you recognize any of these insects on your plants, you have
a problem, and you need to read the rest of this chapter to
figure out the best way to control them:

Simple, Gradual Metamorphosis
Metamorphosis is the change from the egg to adult
stage. Eggs hatch and there is a gradual change as the
immature forms, called nymphs, mature to the adult
stage. Nymphs have compound eyes and antennae
and resemble the adults but are smaller, without fully
developed wings, and cannot reproduce. Wings of the
adult develop externally, and there is no resting stage,
as there is with a pupa. Nymphs usually live in the same
habitat as the adults. Grasshoppers, cockroaches, and
aphids have a gradual metamorphosis, which is why you
see small ones that look just like the larger individuals.
Incomplete and Complete Metamorphosis
Some insects have a metamorphosis that does not
include a resting stage, but is not simple and gradual; it
is referred to as “incomplete.” Dragonflies are an example
of an incomplete metamorphosis: their nymphs live in
water, have gills, and differ dramatically in appearance
from the adults; they emerge from the water and molt
into the adult form with wings, without a resting stage.
Occasionally, you’ll find a dried out, light beige, ghostlike shell of what is about an inch and a half long fiercelooking insect, near the edge of your troughs or on a
plant. It’s the left-behind shell of a dragonfly nymph,
after it has crawled out of the water to molt into the
adult dragonfly that we all easily recognize. The shell left
behind looks nothing at all like a dragonfly.

• Grasshoppers, beetles, caterpillars, and slugs chew on
leaves, stem, and fruit.
• Aphids, leafhoppers, thrips, mites, whiteflies, and scales
suck plant sap.
• Caterpillars, rot and twig borers, weevils, and leafminers
bore and make tunnels in plant tissue.
• Fruit flies and katydids lay eggs on plant tissue.
• Some wasps and mites create galls on plants.
• Cockroaches, whiteflies, ants, aphids, and caterpillars
contaminate crops with their waste.
• Bagworms, leaf-cutter ants, and leaf-cutter bees remove
parts of plants for their nests or shelter.
• Ants carry and protect pests (aphids in particular), and eat
fruit and vegetable tissue.
• Aphids, leafhoppers, and ants transmit plant disease.
Good Insects (AKA Beneficials)
If you see any of these insects on your plants, you do not
want to kill them; they are good for your plants!
• Bees and flower flies pollinate flowers that produce fruits,
seeds, nuts, vegetables and flowers.
• Honey bees, silkworms, and mealybugs create useful
products such as honey, beeswax, silk, and dye.
• Ladybugs, praying mantises, lacewings, and some flies and
wasps provide biological control as predators and parasites
that destroy pest insects and weeds.
• Butterflies and beetles are colorful: they give us beauty,
and are collected as a hobby.
A common way for gardeners to control pest insects is by
introducing beneficial insects (lady bugs, praying mantises,
and many more) that eat the pests into their gardens. You can
purchase beneficial insects from special supply houses that
ship them to you overnight in cardboard containers, if it’s not
too hot or too cold. All you have to do is open the container
and let them loose onto your garden; they do the rest.

However, these small aquaponic gardens do not provide
much area for your beneficial insects to colonize and live
in. For instance, if you purchase some ladybugs because
you’ve got an aphid problem, the ladybugs will eat all the
aphids in your small garden then fly away in search of more
food. Unless your aquaponic garden is near an outdoors
area with a fair amount of vegetation that will help “house”
and feed the ladybugs, encouraging them to stick around,
there’s not much point in trying to use beneficial insects.
Smart gardeners who want to encourage their beneficials
to stick around will find out what plants their natural habitats are and put a few of these plants in large pots around
the periphery of the garden. There are whole books about
techniques for using beneficials, and so it’s beyond the
scope of this book; we just wanted to let you know that
beneficials are an option.

Using Physical Barriers
Keeping the insects off your plants is the most effective way
of keeping them from eating your plants. You keep crawling
insects off by putting weed mat on the ground around your
troughs; and flying insects off by putting floating row cover
on over your troughs. Inside your house, a greenhouse, or
a screen house will also provide protection.

Weed mat effectively stops the growth of weeds - at least for a while!

Weed Mat
Physical barriers include weed mat to install underneath an
aquaponic garden that is situated directly on the ground.
Weed mat keeps weeds away from the sides of your troughs,
and if you have a three- to four-foot open space around
your troughs with no weeds at all, it becomes more difficult
for pests to move from the weeds to your plants. You can
buy weed mat at your local garden center or construction
supply center.
We’ve found that laying down a layer of 6-mil black construction plastic under the weed mat works best. Here in
Hawaii we have a 365-day growing season, and a lot of sunshine and rain, all of which combine to make fighting weeds
an almost full-time job. Adding this plastic under the weed
mat before you stake it down makes it virtually impossible
for weeds to grow through the weed mat, whereas with
weed mat alone, it’s not hard for weeds to come through.
Floating Row Cover
Floating row covers prevent pests from landing or crawling
onto the leaves of your plants. It’s really simple: if an insect
pest can’t touch the surface of a leaf, it can’t eat it or lay
eggs on it! Floating row covers are probably the best kept
secret in all of organic food production. Row covers are basically just a very flexible woven screen fabric that lets as
much light through to your plants as possible, and can be
put over your troughs.
Look for a product that meets this description at garden
stores and greenhouse supply stores. Because this product
is usually sold in rolls of hundreds of yards by wholesale
supply houses and manufacturers for heavy commercial
use, your local garden store may not have “row cover”, but
you can sometimes find greenhouse “side screen” that is
flexible and transparent enough to function as row cover.
Get the screen that looks like it was made from clear fishing
monofilament line, and has a screen size about the same as
regular window screen, for it needs to let as much light as
possible through. This is not window screen; window screen
will not work well as row cover, because it is stiff and blocks
a lot of light.

Floating row cover comes in different weights, with the heavier weights offering the advantage of creating a micro-climate
where both heat and humidity are conserved, which translates to earlier and larger yields in cold weather.

ants in the ground, you prevent aphids from taking hold
in your system. You can control ants by spreading diatomaceous earth (DE) in a three to four-inch band just
around the outside of your trough area, on top of the
weed mat system we just described.
DE is the fossilized remains of diatoms, which were tiny
sea creatures that lived millions of years ago. It is almost
pure silica, along with some beneficial trace minerals,
and enlarged under a microscope, it looks like shards of
glass. On any insect that has a hard external shell (carapace), such as ants, the DE works its way in under the
hard shell and punctures the insect’s body, which then
causes death by dehydration. Understand that DE is not
an attractant, so you have to take the DE to where the
ants live, they won’t come to it.

Floating row cover, available at garden centers. It’s breathable, lets the sun
through, and stops insects from laying their eggs on your plant’s leaves.

Prevention
Preventing the problem of pests is always preferable to trying
to knock down a large population that is already in place, and
eating the food that you should be eating. There are many
steps you can take that fall under the category of prevention.
Here are some of the methods and controls you can safely
use with aquaponics systems:
Diatomaceous Earth For The Prevention of Ants, Fleas,
And Cockroaches
Aphids are one of the main pests we combat in our systems.
They show up quickly, and because they’re almost all female
clones, and they’re already gravid (pregnant) when they
hatch, they multiply VERY quickly. One of the easiest ways to
prevent aphids from colonizing the plants in your system is to
prevent ants from carrying them up onto your rafts, because
aphids are transported and “milked” by ants. If you control

DE is totally non-toxic, with no increased tolerance over
time such as insects develop when using poisons, because the method of killing is purely PHYSICAL, rather
than chemical. DE is great for use in your house as well,
because fleas and cockroaches are affected in the same
manner as ants, as they also have a hard carapace. Use
a turkey baster to spread it easily along the sides of your
troughs on the ground, and buy a lot of it. It keeps well
(it’s already millions of years old!) and it’s not at all expensive. Amazon sells food grade, OMRI-approved DE in
different sizes, and Earth Works Health sells a 50-pound
bag for $33, that’s guaranteed to be less than 0.5% crystalline silica. Find it here, at their website: http://www.
earthworkshealth.com/. You can also often find it at garden supply stores and farm and ranch supply stores in
5- and 10-pound bags.
Some important things to know about DE:
• If DE gets wet, you must re-apply. If it gets wet, it
loses its effectiveness. Even morning dew can be
enough to render the sharp shards ineffective.
• Make sure not to breathe it! It’s utterly non-toxic, but
the rule remains – as with any substance – wear a
dust mask to avoid getting these sharp shards in your
lungs.

• Avoid DE that is made for pool filters. The kind formulated
for use in pool filters has far more crystalline silica (which
is toxic) because it has become crystallized by being
super-heated. This type of diatomaceous earth is very
poisonous if inhaled. Avoid DE made for pool filters!
• Avoid DE that includes toxic chemicals that causes the
insect to become more active. These chemicals will speed
up the process of killing the insect because the increased
movement of the insect causes it to lose moisture and
dehydrate more quickly, but it’s toxic to your fish! A dead
giveaway is a label that says “97% Diatomaceous Earth”,
with 3% some other chemical. You want 100% DE.
• Food grade DE is completely non-toxic because it is less
than half a percent of crystalline silica and was intended
to be added to animal feed. This means it is safe enough
to eat and not as toxic to your lungs if you happen to
breathe some in. In spite of it being completely safe for
people and animals, it is very dangerous to insects. The
insecticidal DE described below is required for commercial
growers but is more costly, so for your aquaponic garden
there is no need to purchase high-priced insecticidal DE
when food grade is just as effective, and less expensive.
• Insecticidal DE is also food grade, 100% DE that has no
added chemicals whatsoever. The crystalline silica content
is also very low in this kind of DE, it’s absolutely the same
as food grade, with the only difference being that it has
an EPA label allowing it to be sold as an insecticide. The
EPA charges a tremendous amount of money to register a
product with them, and hence the resultant products are
usually also very expensive. If this is all you can find, it’s
fine to use, just the most expensive.
Diatomaceous earth is excellent
for use around your house. It is a
wonderful, non-toxic organic pest
control for everything from ants
to cockroaches. Sprinkle it along
baseboards and in cupboards, and
anywhere else that bugs are a problem. It’s a great solution for
household bugs as well!

Boric Acid To Prevent Ants And Cockroaches
Another similar method is to spread boric acid in the same
way you’d spread DE. NOTE: “Borax” and “Boric acid” are
not the same. Borax is Na₂B₄O₇-10H₂O, or hydrated sodium
borate, while boric acid is B(OH)₃. To kill ants, roaches, or
fleas, you need boric acid. But on a cautionary note, boric
acid is toxic to children and pets if eaten. If you’re using it
on the ground, you should know that you are adding boron
to the soil, and excess boron renders the ground useless
for growing anything. It takes only a very small amount to
be excessive - boron is actually considered an herbicide.
For both these reasons, DE is by far the preferable material
to use, and we do not recommend the use of boric acid to
kill ants unless you are very careful, and know it will not
be eaten by pets or children!
Boric acid is quite expensive from the pharmacy, but you
can get far less expensive boric acid that is meant for
killing roaches. It is available online if you can’t find it in
local stores, but Home Depot usually has it. “Victor” is one
brand of boric acid that is made to combat roaches, and
is commonly available at home and garden centers. Keep
in mind this method is not for use on the rafts in your
aquaponics system, but rather only on the ground where
the ants and cockroaches live; this chemical will build up
in your system and kill your fish and plants if you put it on
your rafts or vegetables!
Orange Oil (Limonene) To Prevent Ants
For killing ants outdoors, orange oil (d-limonene) kills on
contact, as well as disrupting the chemical trails that ants
follow (which is why they’re always running along in a line,
one after another). Mix 2 to 4 ounces of orange oil and a
small squirt of soap in a gallon of water and drench the
entire ant mound. You can find orange oil at some feed
stores, or order it online (I get all my essential oils at
Liberty Natural, http://www.libertynatural.com); it’s quite
inexpensive. Keep in mind this method is not for use on
the rafts in your aquaponics system, but rather only on the
ground where the ant colony lives; this is an oil that will
stick to your fish’s gills and kill them if it gets in the water.

Lighting To Prevent Nocturnal Foliar Feeders
There’s an elegant solution to keep foliar feeders, such as
Chinese rose beetles, away from your aquaponics garden.
And this mechanical answer makes your aquaponics system
look wonderful at night! Depending on what ethnic group you
belong to, we’ve heard these beetles called “Japanese beetles”,
“Chinese beetles”, “Asian beetles”, in Hawaii, as well as “Rose
beetles”. In the daytime, you will swear there is nothing visible
eating your plants; this is because they hide under the ground
level during the daytime and come out after dark to feed.
They did a lot of damage in our systems before we learned
this simple trick, especially in our sprouting tables, where one
or two cruise through and leave a wide swath of destruction,
eating the tops off of hundreds of tiny sprouts. Rose beetles
leave behind what are called skeletonized leaves – they eat
the soft tissue between the veins, and leave the veins behind,
leaving the leaf looking like lace. It’s a distinctive pattern.

Below left is a photo of a kale leaf that’s been attacked
by Chinese rose beetles. They eat the leaves of a lot
of different plants, including rose, grapes, beans, egg
plant, corn, cucumber, ginger, and ornamentals. They
have a life cycle that includes hatching out of eggs laid
in the ground; swarming around the plants above where
they emerged, eating everything in sight, mating, and
then dropping back to the ground to lay eggs.
Because they swarm, feed, and breed most actively in
the two hours after dusk, and hate light, the answer is
to keep things lit up, at least for a couple of hours after
the sun goes down. We strung a few strings of cheap
white LED Christmas lights around the perimeter of our
aquaponics systems, and over our sprouting tables,
then hooked them up to a timer so they were on during
the first two to three hours of darkness, and have never
since had this problem. And it looks wonderful at night.
Using Resistant Plant Cultivars
One main way of maintaining a healthy and vibrant
aquaponics system is to use plant species and cultivars
(varieties) that are well adapted to your local conditions
and which show resistance to your local pests. To find out
which cultivars to plant, talk to gardeners and farmers
in your area. They’ll tell you which varieties are best, as
well as a wealth of other valuable information; they’re
almost always willing to “talk story” about their passion.
The technical term of these well-adapted plants is “host
plant resistance,” which means plant cultivars that
exhibit less insect damage when compared to other
cultivars under similar growing and pest population
conditions. Host plant resistance is often taken to mean
immunity to pest damage, but there’s really no such
thing as immunity. There are three main kinds of host
plant resistance: tolerance, non-preference, and
anti-biosis.

Kale leaf skeletonized by Asian Rose Beetles, with the beetle on the right.
Arrows point to the characteristic damage they cause.

• Tolerance is when a plant survives or produces
better than a standard variety with the same number
of pests, or when insects can attack a plant without
it suffering a lot of damage.

• Non-preference occurs when a cultivar is attacked less
frequently than other cultivars, even though pests could
choose to eat either variety. For whatever reason, some
cultivars seem to be less “tasty” to insect pests, or may
possess certain physical or chemical properties that
discourage insect feeding or egg-laying.
• Anti-biosis is when a plant has physical or chemical
characteristics that protect the plant from pests. For
example, plants with tough stems or chemicals such as
aromatic essential oils that repel insects are examples of
anti-biosis in plants.
These factors may outside your conscious awareness, but at
some point you might have an insight or an “Aha!” moment,
when you notice that a plant just generally grows or produces
better than another cultivar. We’ve planted dozens of different
kinds of tomatoes, for example, and two of them showed
dramatically fewer pests than all the others. Those two have
shown up all over our property as “volunteers”, growing here
and there, doing very well on their own.
When selecting seeds, read the description in the catalogs for
information on resistant cultivars that will grow well in your
area. Check with your county extension agent, local nurseries,
and other gardeners and farmers for best cultivars to grow.
Over time, your experience with different cultivars will show
you very clearly which ones are best suited for your aquaponics
system. If you’re growing heirloom varieties, which we strongly
recommend, you can save the seeds from the cultivars that do
best in your system and won’t need to purchase seeds (this is
why we have tomato “volunteers” on our property!).
Control
When you notice that the preventive measures and physical
barriers you’ve put in place are not working to keep the bugs
away, pest control is required. The next step is what to do next
to both effectively and safely get rid of the bugs.
Mechanical controls, like trapping or weeding, are always
the very first action step to take. If the insect population
continues to grow, then additional pest control methods
will be needed, such as targeted spraying of biopesticides.

WARNING: NEVER USE organophosphate or other
conventional pesticides in or anywhere NEAR an
aquaponics system; they will kill your fish. Period.
DO NOT USE even “approved” organic pesticides
such as oil, soap, pepper, or wax sprays! They will
build up in your system, and eventually kill all your
fish! It just takes longer to get to the “Period”!
Mechanical Controls
Mechanical control includes the use of physical methods
like picking off insects by hand. Handpicking of insects
and insect eggs provides fast and effective control,
and works particularly well with larger foliage-feeding
insects such as tomato hornworms, potato beetles, and
squash bugs. Mechanical control methods are pretty
easy for a small aquaponics system, if you stay on top
of bug populations! Preventive devices and barriers are
often easy to use, but their effectiveness varies.
Mechanical controls include using a stream of highpressure water to knock insects off plant stems and
leaves. Make sure to use this tactic only on sturdy plants
to avoid damage to the plant. You can also physically
remove the individual leaves that are harboring the pest,
if there are not too many of them, or remove an entire
plant from the garden if necessary, as a last resort.
It works very well to use mechanical traps called colored
sticky traps, which are used to control or monitor insects.
Insects are attracted to yellow, blue, red, and white.
The glue does not dry out and the traps will last until
the surface area is completely covered with insects,
even when rained upon. Some sticky traps have a grid
pattern on them to help you count the stuck insects to
better understand what bugs you have, and how many.
Additional mechanical controls are pheromone-baited
traps that attract a certain sex, usually males, of an
insect species, which helps reduce the mating population
in the area. Food baits are also used in traps and usually
attract both sexes.

There are other physical traps that are effective at mechanically
containing certain pests, which you can place strategically
around your aquaponics system:
• A small pan placed flush with the soil and filled with beer
will attract and drown slugs and snails.
• A thin copper tape (1-mil to 4-mil), and a half inch wide,
applied to the perimeter of your trough’s rim, will keep
slugs and snails from crossing over into your rafts. Slugs
and snails cannot stand to travel across copper. This tape
is sometimes available with a sticky back from electronics
industry sources, and can be stuck directly onto plastic
surfaces with good results. It’s expensive, but certain.
• A container, half-filled with a 10% solution of molasses in
90% water will attract and drown grasshoppers and some
beetles. Adding a smashed banana or other fruit will improve
the attraction properties.
• Many people recommend blacklight traps, which are broadspectrum insect attracting devices, but studies have shown
that the electrocution devices kill more beneficial insects
than pests, so these are not a good solution.
Temperature and Humidity Control For Spider Mites
Spider mites in particular prefer hot, dry conditions. Over
85°F/29.4°C will cause explosive growth in spider mite
populations. Using a stream of water as mentioned previously
will knock spider mites off, as well as increasing the humidity
around the leaves, which also helps to bring spider mite
infestations under control.
However, spider mites merely knocked off can survive and
colonize nearby plants, so you’ll want to take more aggressive
steps unless the initial population is very small. You can also
mist your plants daily to increase humidity. If you see evidence
of spider mites at all, take immediate action. I cannot stress
enough how difficult they are to suppress once they’ve taken
hold in your plants! Spider mite damage shows up as unhealthylooking, yellowish leaves, with tiny spots on the undersides.
These tiny spots are the spider mites.

Here’s what spider mites look like, on the underside of a leaf.

Spraying Basics
• It is best to use any type of spray in the early morning or the cool of evening. Do not spray when temperatures are above 80°F/27°C! Your plants may
“burn” or have a reaction to what you are spraying in
hot temperatures known as “phototoxicity.”
• Always perform a test on a small portion of your
plants. Wait 24 hours and look carefully for any reaction to the spray. Proceed only if there is no damage.
• Really, truly...more is not better. If you are not getting good results don’t increase the strength of these
remedies without testing first!
• Target just the area you need to treat. Be careful and
try not to harm the good guys! You don’t want to run
off your friends.
• When working with sprays or dusts always protect
your exposed skin and face. Use a dust mask, and
wear goggles. Some of these ingredients can be irritating to your skin, eyes, and nose, and mouth.

DIY Bug Spray Made With Nightshade Leaves
To repel aphids and some beetles, as well as to attract some
beneficial insects who will eat the pests, you can make a natural “nightshade” spray. Plants belonging to the nightshade
family (tomatoes and potatoes) have compounds called “alkaloids” in their leaves. These compounds dissolve easily in
water and can be extracted by soaking chopped leaves then
using as a spray. The toxicity of the alkaloids are only part
of their effectiveness. Scientific studies have shown that this
spray also attracts beneficial insects that follow the chemicals in these plants as a cue in searching for their prey.
To make this simple spray, chop some tomato or potato
leaves, add water until just covered, and soak overnight.
Strain this mixture then add another an equal amount of
water to dilute. Take out net pot or entire raft out of your
AquaponiGarden and spray infested leaves only, paying
special attention to their undersides. Spray only to the point
of dampness, and do not let any of the spray get in your
AquaponiGarden’s water.
Don’t let this spray get on your skin; some people are sensitive to the alkaloids. Wash it off immediately with soap and
water if it gets on your skin, and don’t get it in your mouth
or eyes! If you make more than you need, you can seal it in
a zip lock freezer baggy, label it clearly to make sure no
one ever mistakes it for food, and freeze it to use later.
Wash your vegetables thoroughly before you eat them.

BioPesticide Treatments
The following are treatments used on our commercial-scale
aquaponics farm, and are mostly beyond what you’ll need.
However, to inform you as much as we can about aquaponic
gardening technology, we include information on the biopesticide treatments we use on our farm’s aquaponic systems.
If you elect to use any of these treatments, we can tell you
that they work very well, but the packages are quite expensive, and far larger than you need for a small AquaponiGarden. However, the good news is, they will last a long time, as
long as you keep the package tightly closed between uses!

A Biopesticide is “a form of pesticide based on micro-organisms or natural products”. The US EPA states that they “include
naturally occurring substances that control pests (biochemical
pesticides), and microorganisms that control pests (microbial pesticides), and pesticidal substances produced by plants containing
added genetic material (plant-incorporated protectants)”. They are
very safe, and “species specific”, which means that they provide extremely targeted pest control, and do not harm or even affect other
organisms other than the ones for which they are designed.
Beauveria bassiana, strain GHA
BotaniGard® 22WP is the brand name of a biological
mycoinsecticide (beneficial fungus) that controls the
juvenile (young) stages of whitefly, aphids, thrips,
mealybugs, some beetles, and many other insects. It’s
composed of a beneficial fungus called Beauveria bassiana,
strain GHA, that controls even the most resistant strains of
these garden pests. It’s species specific, only affecting
soft-bodied pests, while leaving hard-shelled beneficials
like ladybugs and preying mantises completely unharmed.
BotaniGard is sold in one-pound containers, for about $80.
Mycotrol®O is a biological insecticide that functions
identically to Botanigard, except it’s organically-approved,
and sold in liquid form. It comes in bottles as small as one
pint for around $65.
Both these products work very well on the soft-bodied
insects they are designed to control, and don’t harm your
fish at all. As with any spray that you purchase for use on
your plants, follow label directions carefully, and remember
to wash your vegetables thoroughly before you eat them.

The following products are available in garden stores,
and online. Talk to others in your area, to find out if any
of the below plant diseases might be a problem for you:
ActinovateSP®
ActinovateSP® is the brand name of a water-soluble powder
that contains a patented beneficial microorganism called
Streptomyces lydicus WYEC 108. It’s a natural product
that effectively controls a wide range of both foliar (leaf) and
root diseases. It’s sold in 20-gram, 2-ounce, and 18-ounce
sizes. This product is relatively new, and somewhat expensive
(~$100 per pound, or $20 for two ounces).
ActinovateSP® controls many soil borne diseases including
Pythium, Phytophthora, Fusarium, Rhizoctonia, Verticillium,
late blight, and other root decay fungi, which can cause
problems in aquaponics systems, even though there’s no soil,
because they can be transferred into the water or growing
media. We plant seedlings and spray ActinovateSP® before the
seedlings are transferred into the main system, onto the top
of the coir/vermiculite mix. We also spray it to prevent the
foliar diseases of powdery mildew, downy mildew, grey mold
(Botrytis), Alternaria, fire blight (Erwinia), leaf spots and rusts,
and black spot.
SERENADE Garden®
SERENADE Garden® is the brand name of a broad-spectrum
product made by AgraQuest, made from a “friendly bacteria”
called Bacillus subtilis QST713. It provides protection against a
wide variety of the most common fungal and bacterial garden
diseases. It’s completely non-toxic to bees and beneficial
insects. It is very safe for your fish. One of the things SERENADE
Garden® does is to cause plant responses that trigger the plant’s
ability to fight against diseases, like triggering it’s immune
system. It’s sold in liquid form, and is about $20 for one quart.
SERENADE Garden® treats the diseases of Botrytis (grey
mold), sour rot, downey mildew, powdery mildew, leaf drop,
anthracnose, early blight, fire blight, bacterial leaf spot,
bacterial speck, bacterial blight, black spot, leaf spots, canker,
rust, scab, septoria, rhizoctonia, pythium, fusarium, and
phytophthoras.

Bacillus thuringiensis, subspecies Kurstaki
Biological insecticides, or biolarvicides, are based on
another “friendly bacteria” called Bacillus thuringiensis
(Bt) are the most proven, most widely used and most
successful of the known biological pesticides against
caterpillar pests (butterflies and moths). BtK kills dozens
of caterpillar-type insects, with each Bt cell producing
a unique crystalline protein which must be eaten by
the larval stage (caterpillar) of the pest insect to be
effective. Once eaten, very specific gut enzymes which
only function in the high pH conditions in the gut of
soft-bodied insects and caterpillars dissolve the crystals
to form the active ingredient that disrupts the pest’s
digestive tract and kills them.
After consuming a dose of Bt, larvae stop eating within
an hour, but usually remain on the foliage until they
die, which can be two to three days. Affected larvae
move more slowly and shrivel up and become discolored
before dying, so it’s easy to see how effective Bt is, even
within the first 24 hours. Bt works very well against all
crop-damaging lepidoptera (the scientific name for the
family of moths and butterflies) pests.
It’s very important that it’s environmentally friendly, not
harmful to bees, birds, fish, other wildlife, or beneficial
insects. And, it’s completely safe for our fish. In addition,
Bt can be handled without the use of expensive protective
gear you’d have to use with other pesticides.
Achieving good coverage during application is extremely
important. Foliar (leaf) application of Bt provides
excellent caterpillar control as long as you take care to
cover the all the parts of the plant the pests will eat. Use
a well-labeled spray bottle, and spray all leaf surfaces,
even the undersides of leaves as much as possible,
positioning the nozzle at different angles and using
enough pressure to penetrate the foliage thoroughly. To
maximize coverage, we spray when the wind speeds are
10 mph or less. The brand of Bt we recommend is called
DiPel®, which is made by Valent Biosciences, and costs
between $12 and $24 per pound online (check several
sources, as prices vary widely).

Other Aquaponic System Pests: Aquatic Snails

Plant Pest Identification Aid Resources

Although they are not strictly a vegetable pest, we have seen
aquatic snails show up time and again in our fellow student’s
as well as our own systems. These snails live underwater and
do not survive above water for any length of time. Fortunately,
we haven’t seen a variety yet that eats plant roots; the ones
we’ve been infested with graze the algae off the sides of the
troughs where the sun shines in at the edges of the rafts.

http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/IPMPROJECT/
about_urban.html - The University of California
Statewide IPM Program provides practical information
on pest management techniques and identification for a
broad range of California pests. Pest control suggestions
apply to California, are useful in other areas also - these
bugs don’t recognize state borders!

In early 2011, we discovered that Chinese catfish eat aquatic
snails. Our systems had become infested with these snails
because a farm intern had ignored biosecurity policies on the
farm by bringing some aquatic plants in to our systems from
PetCo. The snails came in with these plants, as eggs. Chinese
catfish apparently do not bother the roots of the plants in the
rafts. Here’s how we determined this: we ran two tests: we
put four 5-inch long catfish into a small tank with 200 snails,
and four more into a second small tank with a small raft with
plants in it; we didn’t feed the fish in either of these two tanks
anything during the duration of the test.

http://vegipm.tamu.edu/imageindex.html
this site has color photographs of insects common to
the vegetable garden, grouped into groups to aid in
identification. Detailed information describing the insect
and how it damages plants. You can search the vegIPM
database for cultural, biological and chemical controls
for the pest.

After ten days, there were only a few snails left in the “snail
tank” that originally contained exactly 200 (we counted,to
know where we were starting with), and the catfish in this
tank had all grown noticeably fat and larger. In the “raft tank”,
the plant roots were untouched, and (of course), the catfish
were all the same size they had been when they went in. We
are now testing this on a larger scale with 100 catfish in one of
our systems to make sure there are no other problems, but the
catfish appear to be a natural biological control for the snail
problem, and function to keep the snail population in check.
A further benefit here is that the catfish will be an additional
edible product of the system, not requiring to be fed by us.
We probably need to match the amount of catfish to the size
of the troughs they go into so that the catfish’s need for food
is balanced by that trough’s ability to supply food (snails).
In other words, if we put the right amount of catfish into a
trough, they will control the snail population and we will not
be required to feed them commercial fish food that we have
to pay for. They will not breed in the troughs, unfortunately,
but we can still work that out as time passes, like we did with
tilapia breeding.

Remember that both these websites - and others will offer solutions for dirt gardens, and you have
to remember everything you’ve learned in this
chapter and ask “how will this affect my fish?”

A yellow sticky trap. Hang these above your AquaponiGarden, to
get an early warning when bugs show up to eat your food!

Good Bugs
The main friends that we’ve seen show up to help us
combat the bugs that want to eat our food have been
lady bugs and praying mantises. Don’t accidentally think
they’re pest species. They’re the good guys!

Above: Baby praying mantis, The Garden
Assassin! To the right, the egg casing that
the female leaves behind, usually glued to a
plant stalk. It contains 100-200 mantis eggs,
which all hatch at the same time.
Aquaponics Is EASY When You Remember:

Clockwise, from top, left column:
Red ladybug adult; Yellow
ladybug, eating an aphid; right,
a larvae, recently hatched from
egg; above, orange, cylindrical
eggs, under a tomato leaf.

• That there are insects who will eat your food just as
eagerly as you will.
• The difference between the methods of physical
barriers, prevention, control, and biopesticide
treatment, and when to use each one.
• That to control pests, you must never use any
conventional pesticides; and not even organicallyapproved pesticides that contain oils, soaps, wax, or
hot pepper; because they will kill your fish.
• The acceptable pesticides that can safely be used on
top of your vegetable troughs. They won’t hurt the
fish or plants in your system.
• Which acceptable pesticides can safely be used
outside your vegetable troughs, on the ground below
them, and surrounding them, as long as you make
certain none gets into your AquaponGarden’s water.

Chapter TWENTY
The Next Steps: Your Backyard,
Then Your Community,
Then The World!
In This Chapter
• You Liked Getting Your Hands Wet, Now What?
• What’s The Deal With Media Beds?
• Let Us Show You How To Grow Your Own Food In Quantity – Our Unabashed Sales Section For 		
Larger Aquaponics DIY Systems and Greenhouses (Where We Brag On Ourselves!)
• What About Live Trainings?
• Make Your Living From Creating Food For Others
• Passing The Torch: Teaching Others What You’ve Learned

Food Is The Foundation
Food is the basis for everything else that happens in our extremely advanced, complex civilization. Perform this thought
experiment with us: remove food from your daily life and that of all your friends and family, and what do you see?
It’s easy to understand how critical food is to your life. In fact, the only thing more important than food to your existence
is water, which is an even more basic need for human survival than food. Food and water are the most basic building
blocks that make everything else possible.
Now that you’ve had a taste (literally!) of aquaponic gardening, you may want more: to truly feed your family instead of
just grow a small percentage of your produce; to contribute to your church or the more needy in your community; perhaps you’re even ready to make the leap into making all or part of your living from growing food with aquaponics. This
chapter will give you more information on how to achieve this.

The Larger Backyard Aquaponics Systems
This book covers small systems we’ve been calling
AquaponiGardens, of 3.5, 12, and 18 square feet. These
small gardens may grow a significant amount of produce
for a single person, but are not large enough for a single
person to depend upon for all or even the majority of their
food. However, in a larger aquaponics system, this is easily
achievable.
How much do these gardens grow, per square foot? Around
ten times what the same area of soil garden will, in the same
amount of time, when using certain planting techniques
we’ve developed. Once you’ve mastered small systems, we
have easy to understand, simple to build plans for larger
gardens, complete with materials lists and how-to advice.

In a media bed, you either add a lot of expense when you
build, to raise it to waist level, or else you are forever bending over, just like regular, old-fashioned dirt gardening. Water is very heavy to lift, so you have to make your media-filled plant trough very strong; if you build it at waist
level, you will add a costly support structure. In our DWC
(Deep Water Culture) troughs, we simply build them on the
ground using very light-weight and inexpensive materials.
When we’re ready to plant, we walk out of the shade with
an entire raft all planted out, and drop it into the trough.
When we’re ready to harvest, we simply lift up the entire
raft from the trough, walk back into the shade, put it on a
table or sawhorses, and work at waist level – without the
added expense of a system built at waist level!

These larger systems are built on the ground, because they
use floating rafts to grow the plants, just like your tabletop
AquaponiGarden system, and are quite heavy. There are
other ways of effectively raising plants, but we’ve found that
there are quite a few advantages to using the raft systems.
The Advantages of Raft Systems Over
Media Bed Aquaponics Systems
There’s a lot of information online about something called
a “media bed” system, and some people seem to like them
a lot. Instead of a trough filled with nutrient-rich water,
which the roots grow down into, the plant grow bed is filled
with some sort of media (rocks, gravel, cinder, expanded
Here’s an example of how a media bed must be built - note the heavy
shale, or Hydroton), and then the water flows through, or
“ebbs and flows” (floods and drains). These media systems duty posts, plywood, and crosspieces that support its weight, which all
do work, but have significant drawbacks, especially as you add extra expense. We think the biggest drawback of medai beds is that
they do not allow use of our plant spacing techniques that let you grow
begin to scale up to larger aquaponics systems.
four times as many plants, or more, in the same area!
It is our direct experience that labor is MUCH greater in a
media bed system. No matter what size you have, you have In addition, our planting technology that we teach for use in
to go to the media bed – out in the hot sun - to plant, tend, our larger systems allows you to dramatically increase the
and harvest. In our systems, we only go to into the sun for efficiency of your system (whatever size you build!), and
occasional tending - all our planting and harvesting is done cannot be used in a media bed. Our technology quadruin the shade, and can actually even be done sitting down! ples the efficiency of the system, compared to where we
started, with what we learned from our excellent teachers.
We’re not working in the hot sun nearly as much!

Here is a statement from 12 August, 2013, from one of
our fellow students, Larry Yonashiro, of Aquaponics No
Ka Oi (“Aquaponics is the Best”, in Hawaiian) Farm, in the
town of Wailuku, on our neighbor island of Maui:
The manuals
and AutoCAD
plans that
come with the
larger Friendly
DIY Packages.

“Of course, I only speak from my own experience. I tested
the media system when we first started out. Granted, maybe
I didn’t test all of the variables, but my conclusion was that
the media beds are OK for a very small aquaponics system.
But if you want to produce at a higher level and output, for
a family or in a commercial system, the floating raft design
as promoted by Friendly Aquaponics is much better in my
opinion, speaking as a small production farmer.
My daughter made this short video of our bok choy harvest
when she was at home studying for her bar exam:
http://youtu.be/qz_GqBr1rac
It just can’t get any easier than this! We harvest only from
one end, in the shade, and standing up. There’s no bending
over! A flood and drain with a gravel growing bed would have
cost more to build, and would have been more labor intensive
for harvesting and maintenance.
Mahalo to Susanne and Tim for so freely sharing their thoughts
and ideas with farmers in the field.”

--Larry Yonashiro, Aquaponics No Ka Oi Farm, Maui.
				

www.apnko.com

Friendly Aquaponics DIY Plans For Larger Systems
All our self-taught DIY Packages have a lot of similarities.
They all have detailed CAD (Computer-Aided Design) plans,
to make them easy to build. They all have troubleshooting
sections, and a daily operations manual. And every system
you purchase contains all the plans for the smaller systems.
We’ll outline what each DIY Package contains.
Specific Topics Covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site selection and preparation
Simple system construction
Daily operation
Water quality and sources
Vegetable cultivars qualities and selection
Aquatic species qualities and selection
Outdoor pest control
Planting strategies for quadruple efficiency
Troubleshooting and problem-solving of common system
problems

The DIY Packages All Include:

The Yonashiro’s media bed, No Ka Oi Farm, Wailuku, Maui

• Course manual
• Computer-drawn construction plans
• Construction manual - the literal “How To” build, so it’s
very easy to construct from locally-sourced materials
• Day-to-day operations manual

The Friendly Aquaponics MicroSystem 64 and 128

The Friendly Aquaponics “Family Systems”

When you’re ready to move out into your backyard, we
offer a Do-It-Yourself, self-taught course that covers all
aspects of building and operating 64 and 128 square foot
Aquaponics Systems that are built on the ground. These
systems can be either plugged into a wall socket, or easily
run off-grid using alternate energy sources. This training
package is designed for people who want to build their
own small systems that are small enough to be easily
manageable, yet still get a very useful amount of produce
at the same time. The average materials and equipment
cost to build this system is $1,000 or less for the 64 sq. ft.
system, and $1,200 for the 128 sq. ft. system, depending
on options you select.

We call this size the “Do-It-Myself Aquaponics Training and
Construction Package for FAMILY Systems”, or “Family Systems” for short.

The time it will take you to build a MicroSystem 64 or 128
is between 16-20 hours total, and the space required is 12’
x 12’ (12 feet by 12 feet) for the 64 sq. ft. system, and 12’
x 20’ for the 128.

With your basic construction and plumbing skills, and
~$2,300 in materials, you will have a stable, easy-to-operate
system that when in full production, will produce between
110-330 pounds of organic vegetables (depending upon
what you grow, and your ambient temperature) and 2030 pounds of fish per month.
Assuming you would have to
pay at least $4.00 per pound
for organic produce (remember, when you eat food you
raised yourself, you are paying
yourself what the retail cost of
that food would be, and this is
a conservative estimate) for
organic produce and naturallyraised fish, that means you will
be producing between $440 $1,320 of high-quality food per
month. Even at the low end of
these numbers, your system
pays for itself within the first
year of operation (as it takes
three to four months to get the
system into full vegetable operation from the time you begin construction, and one year
Our Family System, with two 32’
until you have fish to eat).
long troughs.

More information on the MicroSystem 64 and 128 is
available here: http://www.friendlyaquaponics.com/do-itmyself-systems/micro-system/

A well-tended 64 sq. ft. MicroSystem gives you a LOT of produce!

This Do-It-Myself, self-taught course covers all aspects
of building and operating a Family-sized 256 square foot
Aquaponics System, which can easily be expanded to a 512
sq. ft. system. If you have a larger family, or just want to
eat a tremendous amount of fresh, organic food, this DIY
training package is designed for you. Specifics covered are
the same as the MicroSystem 64 and 128, and the plans
include the MicroSystems 64 and 128 as well as the Family
Systems DIY Manual.

The Friendly Aquaponics Church, Community, or
Commercial Large DIY Aquaponics Systems
If you want to build a large aquaponics system, we can
show you how. And just like all our smaller systems,
we can show you the most simple, efficient aquaponics
systems available anywhere. Specifics covered are the
same listed previously, and plans are included for the
next two sizes smaller (the MicroSystem 64 and 128,
and the Family Systems 256 and 512 are included in this
package). When you’re ready to upgrade, below is what
we offer in our Largest DIY Systems Packages:
Unparalleled Reduction in Cost of Construction,
and Efficiency of Operation
The first system we built in 2007 was a 1024 sq. ft. system, and it was based completely on the best technology
available at the time, and it cost us a little over $42,000
to build. In the plans you will receive in the Commercial
DIY Package, we show you how to build that same-sized
system for $7,000. And if you want to build an even larger system, the plans include a 4,096 square foot system
that costs $16,425 in materials on the continental United
States (priced out in the fall of 2012, on the East Coast),
with you purchasing most items locally, from Home Depot or Lowe’s.

Ben and Alicia Godfrey’s
Sand Creek Farm, in south
central Texas.

Our DIY Manuals have
all been designed to be
as simple and easy to
follow as we can possibly make them, so often
we don’t hear from people. Unless something
goes wrong, they don’t
think to email us, and
the manuals have all
been designed to help
make sure nothing does
go wrong. Sometimes out of the blue - someone out there will finally
send along photos of
what they’ve built, of a
well-running, balanced,
productive system.

This represents a breakthrough in efficiency, increasing
the effectiveness of your Large Aquaponics System by a
factor of 4.3 over where we started, in 2007.

One example is Ben and
Alysha Godfrey, a very
successful farming family in Milam County, TX. Ben’s website is http://www.sandcreekfarm.net, with his aquaponics
system featured on this page: http://www.sandcreekfarm.
net/page16.php. Ben bought our Commercial DIY manual in
2012, and in early 2013, he sent an email saying that he’d
initially found it hard to justify spending the money for the
DIY Commercial Package, but that he was really glad that he
had, as he had saved tens of thousands of dollars over trying to figure it all out himself, or over purchasing a kit system. Here’s Ben’s testimonial, in his own words: http://www.
friendlyaquaponics.com/about-us/testimonials/

So, for what we spent over $42,000 to build, we
will show you how to build for $7,000. And it will
work far better.

With the purchase of our DIY Commercial Package, we
include ongoing support as our gift to you. It’s free,
it’s unlimited, and it’s lifetime.

Using the technology we will teach you in the manual,
you will learn how to get over four times as many lettuce or other leafy greens out of your systems. How to
accomplish this is on pages 99-110 of the Commercial
Manual, and it’s all laid out for you in easy to follow,
step-by-step photos. There’s even a PowerPoint presentation that you get via electronic download that shows
you how to do this in living color.

As The Technology Develops, We Offer You Upgrades

Mobility Remains, Productivity Increases

Aquaponics technology is not at all static. It is dynamic
and rapidly changing. We said when we first started that
we thought we knew 10% then of what we’d know in ten
years, and we’re probably on track and have figured out
sixty percent of it in six years! What we give you is the best
of what we have to offer, with no “trade secrets” held back.
We are fortunate to have a lot of momentum, and to be
the hub of thousands of fellow researchers, all getting their
hands wet. And many of them are willing to share with us
what they’ve learned, since we shared so freely with them,
to help them get started.

Backyard, Family, and Commercial Systems are all movable,
just like your smaller AquaponiGarden. This makes it
possible for you to lease or borrow land, if you don’t have
any to start. This allows you to save a tremendous amount
of money, as land
acquisition is always the
most expensive item in
any farming endeavor.
Find someone who has
land with good sun and
good security, but is not
using it, and who has
no plans to use it for
the next few years, and
work out an agreement
to build your system
there. Offer to trade
them vegetables instead
of paying rent. Think
creatively,
and
“out
of the box”, because
the movability of your
aquaponics
system
allows you much greater
flexibility than is ever
possible when farming
in the ground.
Squash blossoms at sunrise.

Since we want this to continue to be as easy for you as
possible, we offer you upgrades. You pay only for the hard
costs of shipping and printing (for those products of ours
that are not downloads only), and we’ll send you an updated
manual any time you like.
If you want to know about all our
improvements and discoveries as
we develop them, just read our
free newsletter every week, you’ll
get this information immediately,
and for no charge! This information
is free to you, whether or not you’ve purchased something from us.
Sign up on the right side of any page on our web site.

But What If I Live In A Cold Climate?
Your AquaponiGarden can easily be moved indoors when if it
gets cold where you live, but this is not possible with the larger
systems (an exception is the MicroSystem 64, which could be
moved into a basement, garage, or sun room in the winter –
we have several fellow students who have successfully done
this, year after year). Because we got so many questions about
greenhouses, we realized that we needed to begin researching
aquaponics outside the tropics and sub-tropics.
Because of this, in 2010, we began researching greenhouses,
and we were not happy with what we found. Even the supposedly
“sustainable” and “energy-efficient” greenhouses we found did
not fulfill our definition of sustainable and energy-efficient.
We spent the next year taking the best technology we could find
and developing a truly energy-efficient greenhouse that fully
integrates aquaponics into its design. We have DIY Plans that
combine with MicroSystems, Family Systems, and Commercial
Aquaponics Systems. Go to this page for more information:
http://www.friendlyaquaponics.com/solar-greenhouse/.

Live Group Trainings (All Over The Continental
United States), or a Personal Intensive or
Internships (In Beautiful Hawaii!)
Of course, if you can afford the time and travel costs,
the live group trainings on the continental United States
(http://www.friendlyaquaponics.com/tennesseetrainings.html) are a way to meet and for us to give you
our shoulders to stand on, to get started in aquaponics.
In the Live Group Trainings, we have regular question
and answer periods, but since you will be in a group, the
time to answer your questions and develop your project
is somewhat limited.
If you want undivided attention devoted to your project,
our Personal Intensive individual trainings (http://www.
friendlyaquaponics.com/trainings/personal-intensives/)
here on our farm are the highest level of assistance
we can offer you. A Personal Intensive is effectively
two (or three, if you do the Solar Greenhouse Training)
days of one-on-one training, consulting, and project
formulation.
A Friendly Aquaponics Internship is an opportunity to
come live with us in an all-inclusive, long-term training
program. You get to live on our farm, join us in our daily
activities (which are changing all the time as we move
from one project to another). Most importantly, unlike
any other learning program we offer, the Internship offers
an opportunity to watch us troubleshoot and problem
solve on a daily basis, observe our methodologies, and
learn how we think. More information here: http://www.
friendlyaquaponics.com/trainings/internships/.

A MicroSystems Aquaponics Solar Greenhouse in the Tennessee winter.

If you are unable to attend a Live Group Training, a
Personal Intensive Training, or an Internship because of
time or budget constraints, our self-taught DIY packages
have all the hard-copy information contained in those
trainings, plus construction and operations manuals
that walk you through construction and operation of
these systems. We’ve done our absolute best to make
this wonderful technology available to the most people
possible by making it “do-it-myself”, affordable, and
very easy to understand.

Week, which is the first full week in August each year,
there were 8,144 farmers markets listed in USDA’s
National Farmers Market Directory, a 3.6% increase
over 2012.
According to the Organic Trade Association’s 2011
Organic Industry Survey, sales during the full year of
2010 of organic fruits and vegetables were up 11.8%
over 2009 sales, and organic fruits and vegetables now
represent ~12% of all U.S. fruit and vegetable sales.
People are also beginning to pay attention to the carbon
footprint of their food, and are interested in eating
more sustainably, whether or not it’s certified organic.
All these factors combine to provide a tremendous
opportunity for entrepreneurs to make money growing
food aquaponically.

We think this is wrong, and we want to change it.

At this point, it is still a huge challenge to earn a living
growing food. We’re competing on a very non-level
playing field against huge agribusiness corporations
that have efficiencies based upon economies of scale
that a small farmer simply cannot match. The good
news is that aquaponically-produced food using what’s
in this book is by definition organic, it is local, and it is
sustainable. That’s a combination of three very powerful
factors, which no other food production method can
even come close to matching. Taking full advantage of
these factors is a large part of what our Commercial
DIY Manual is all about – how to turn your farm into a
thriving and profitable cottage industry from which you
can earn all or part of your living, no matter where you
are in the world.

Since we began in 2007, we’ve seen an incredible increase
in the “localvore” (eating local), and “slow food” movements.
The USDA has launched a “know your farmer” campaign,
and people everywhere are waking up to the true costs of
agribusiness monopolizing our food. Farmer’s Markets are
springing up everywhere. The number of farms selling directly
to consumers has grown, from an estimated 86,000 in the early
1990s to about 136,000 in 2011, according to a USDA study.
And the number of farmers markets have grown from 2,756
in 1998 to 5,274 in 2009. As of the 2013 National Farmers

The information in our DIY Commercial Aquaponics
manual comes from a profitable commercial aquaponics
farm that has only been concerned about productivity,
economy of construction, and ease of operation since
Day One. Our systems were developed “under the gun”
on a true commercial aquaponics farm. If we didn’t make
money with them, we didn’t get to keep our farm, and
we certainly didn’t get to build new systems to expand
our production (we did this out of the farm cash flow in
2009 and 2010).

One of our Large Group Trainings here in Hawaii, April, 2010.

Earning Money With Aquaponics
There’s a saying, “There’s money to be made in food, just not
by the farmer.” To illustrate this, imagine a single potato. This
potato probably earned the farmer no more than a penny or
two, even though the bulk of the work was performed by the
farmer to even bring this potato into existence. Now, imagine a
bag of potato chips, which here in Hawaii sells for pretty close
to $5.00. A whole lot of people along the way made money off
that potato – but not the farmer.

We improved our original system designs so we got 4.3 times
as many plants per square foot of raft area for the same
cost; figured out how to run them on one-fifth the electrical
consumption and how to build them for one-fourth the cost in
materials. We got the first aquaponics systems in the world
USDA certified organic. This was all in our first year of operation
of the Friendly Aquaponics farm, in 2008.
Since then we’ve gotten our aquaponics systems Food Safety
certified (we were also the first in the world to accomplish
this). We figured out how to hatch tilapia eggs with a 95%
success rate when the best hatcheries in the world experience
a typical 75% mortality rate! We designed and built the first
serious completely off-grid aquaponics system (586 square
feet). We shipped an organically certified product to our local
Costco for two years, and we remain the ONLY aquaponics
farm to ever accomplish this. Subsequently, we went in a
different, more sustainable direction with our produce; now
we’re distributing it within ten miles of the farm for the lowest
possible transportation cost and highest sustainability benefits.
We believe that no matter how hip, slick, cool, and sustainable
a commercial aquaponics farm is, it’s not truly sustainable
unless it can make money and remain in business. And we
freely acknowledge that it takes a lot of hard work, flexibility,
and creativity to make money growing food. We’re honored
to share with you what we’ve learned, and hope that you’ll
share back with us what you learn, so that we’re all enriched,
and earning an income from growing food becomes a little bit
easier for us all.
You are starting an exciting journey, and it has been our goal
to share with you everything we’ve learned in our adventure,
over our first six and a half years. Our intention is to make these
systems easier to build, less labor intensive, more productive,
and even more fun to operate. Please share your excitement
about aquaponics with others, and as you gain experience and
discover new things, please share back with us what you learn!
We’re honored to welcome you as a fellow student in this
exciting new field of local, sustainable, EASY food production!
Grow lots and lots of food, to feed your body, and remember to
grow some flowers, for beauty, which feeds your soul.

No Matter What Size You Build, Please Share!

The Importance of Farm Tours - Susanne’s Story

Once you’ve operated your aquaponics system of any size
for enough time to be able to troubleshoot your own problems, and your system is running well, you might realize that
you’d like to share what you’ve learned with others. You set
a date, market your training, and using our manuals that you
purchase at half price, teach a course. No matter what sized
system you’ve built, from an AquaponiGarden to our large
Commercial Systems, you can teach others that size system.

The first year of our journey we spent doing construction
and experimentation. Tim had attended the best training
available at the time, at the University of the Virgin Islands,
and had seen a large system in operation, and hence was
convinced long before I was. I am very much a “show
me” kind of person, and am reluctant to just “believe” in
anything, without adequate evidence. So, for the first year,
we did not even talk about aquaponics to people, and what
we were building, as there have been so many people here
in Hawaii who have had HUGE plans and ideas, but turned
out to be “all hat and no cattle” (as they say in Texas).
We never wanted to be perceived as mere talkers, so we
kept our mouths shut, and kept to our construction. But
as time passed, more and more people heard about what
we were doing, and began just showing up, asking to be
shown around. During this time, we were working 12-14
hours per day, seven days a week, and this quickly became
somewhat of a burden, but since the people showing up
were so interested, we did not want to turn them away.

So far, we have two Commercial Affiliates (Randy Campbell,
Today’s Green Acres, in Tennessee, http://www.todaysgreenacres.com/, and Ben and Alicia Godfrey, Sand Creek Farm,
http://www.sandcreekfarm.net), with three more ready to
begin doing trainings in 2014. We also have six MicroSystem
Affiliates (Sahib Punjabi, FL; June and John Greenfielder, HI;
Max Wulff, OH; Ben and Alicia Godfrey, TX; David Lindemann,
FL, and Bob and Julia Jordan, TX.) For more about our Affiliate Opportunity, go to this page: http://www.friendlyaquaponics.com/trainings/aquaponics-training-affiliate-program/
We encourage you to begin to train others, as we’re committed to this technology going viral, until aquaponics trainings
are not even necessary, because everyone knows about it!

One day, two men showed up in our driveway, back to back
in succession, and Tim spent about 45 minutes with each
of them, or about an hour and a half total – away from
his workday. I went up and took him aside when he was
still talking to the second man, and said quietly, “Do you
realize you just spent more time with two total strangers
than you will spend with your children today?”
He looked a little shocked, and then said, “We need to set
a time and do a formal farm tour, don’t we?”
And that is what began a weekly event, at 10am every
Saturday morning, every single week for several years
had us (usually me) up at the aquaponics, telling whoever
showed up for the Free Farm Tour all about aquaponics,
and all about us, and our vision.

Sahib Punjab, teaching interested folks at his Florida Training Center.

For a long time, I chafed under this obligation, and even
though we had huge tours of over 120 people, with an
average of 20-30, week after week. I felt like I was not
getting any work done for the two or so hours that I talked
to people about what we were doing.

I now realize that probably the most important thing I did
in my entire week was the Farm Tour. It accomplished a
tremendous amount for us, most importantly, it offered me
a two hour time frame to refine and hone our vision. This
kept me connected with the “big picture”, the WHY of what we
were doing, whereas I would have probably otherwise gotten
lost in the details of day-to-day construction. I most certainly
never would have been able to get how important this work is,
and how the future of our species might depend on how well
we figure aquaponics out; the most sustainable, most energyefficient, and the most labor-efficient way to grow food.
Speaking our vision once a week to a group of interested people
gave me a very powerful listening, which allowed my speaking
to be more full, more effective, and more powerful. I do not
believe we ever would have written this book, if it weren’t for
the farm tours, and the possibility that has been created from
doing them.

In addition, our weekly Farm Tour taught people about
us, and about aquaponics, effectively “softening” our
market, so that when we began doing trainings, and
selling produce at our local Big Box store, more people
were familiar with us, which made them more likely to
buy from us. As a result of this, now we do not even have
business cards printed! Everyone in our local market
knows who we are, and knows about aquaponics.
After three and a half years of doing weekly farm tours,
we have decreased their frequency to once a month,
on the first Saturday. We did this after tour attendance
dropped to only five or six people each week. With the
monthly tours, attendance is back to between 20-30
people each tour. Keep in mind, the total population
of our island is only 184,000, according to the 2010
Census. We have presented aquaponics and our vision
for it to over 3600 people! (Calculated as an average of
20 people per tour, for three and a half years, or ~180
tours total.)

Susanne leading one of our weekly free farm tours, on our farm in Hawaii.

So, if you are in or near a major population center, and
you are not making it a point to show others in your
area your system, no matter what size you’ve built, in
our opinion, you are missing out on a great opportunity.
Please consider the time you take to share with others
a profound and powerful contribution, to them, to this
fledgling field, and to yourself. If you give more than
you think you have to give, your return will be ten-fold.

Aquaponics: The EASY Way - a 3.5, With Everything But The Plant Trough and Raft (and Fish, and Water!)

Clockwise from far left: White food grade water tubing, looped around the screen “burrito” that wraps the water pump, protecting it from clogs;
a new five gallon food-grade bucket, with holes drilled for water return line (white), and air line (black), going into fish tank and held in place with
“high tech retaining clips” (clothespins); white pump house (cut 4” PVC), blue air pump, and black airline, taking air into fish tank.

It just doesn’t get any easier than this!

As Martin Luther King said, “You do not have to see the whole staircase. Just take the first step.”
We have given you the very best of what we have learned about these systems. Thank you for reading.
Now, please take the first step. Go build an AquaponiGarden. Today.
Mahalo nui loa, e mau loa; E pili mau na pomaika`i ia `oe,
(Great thanks, everlasting; may blessings be ever with you)

Susanne and Tim
Friendly Aquaponics, Inc.
Honoka’a, Hawaii
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